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I. Overview of the Investigation 
 

a. Complaint and Scope of Investigation 
 

On August 28, 2023, the City of Detroit Office of Inspector General (OIG) opened a 
complaint involving Staffing Equipment Evolution, LLC (SEE).  It was alleged that SEE is 
connected to former City of Detroit contractor Bobby Ferguson.  In 2013, Mr. Ferguson was 
convicted of nine (9) felonies, including racketeering, extortion, and bribery, related to City of 
Detroit contracts.  He was sentenced to 21 years in federal prison but was released in April 2021 
on compassionate grounds.1  The OIG sought to determine if SEE was connected to Mr. 
Ferguson and, if so, did SEE fraudulently try to conceal his involvement with the company. 
 

While investigating this complaint, the OIG found discrepancies in information submitted 
by SEE to the City of Detroit during the process to become a prequalified bidder.  Therefore, the 
OIG reviewed SEE's responses and representation made in the prequalification process to 
determine if any fraudulent misrepresentations were made.  As part of our investigation, the OIG 
obtained information from the City of Detroit Office of Contracting and Procurement (OCP).  
We also sought documentation from SEE and requested to interview the company’s owner, 
Bianca Bush.  However, during the investigation, SEE stopped cooperating with the OIG in 
violation of the 2012 Charter of the City of Detroit (Charter).  Most of the documentation 
provided by SEE was incomplete or unresponsive to the OIG’s request.2  Ms. Bush, through her 
attorney, also refused to be interviewed by the OIG.3 

 
On February 26, 2024, the OIG issued its draft report based on the information and 

documentation that was made available at the time.  The analyses of the information we had led 
us to conclude that SEE misled OCP and became a prequalified bidder through misleading and 
fraudulent means.  SEE had also been less than transparent and lacked cooperation in its 
communications with the OIG.  As such, we believed it would be in the public’s best interest to 
initiate debarment proceedings against SEE under the City’s Debarment Ordinance.  Soon after 
the issuance of the draft debarment report, SEE requested an administrative hearing and began 
fully cooperating with the OIG. 

  

 
1 United States of America v. Bobby W. Ferguson, Case No. 10-20403, Opinion and Order Granting Defendant’s 
Motion for Compassionate Release, April 29, 2021. 
2 Letter from See Attorney Anthony Adams to OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley , copied to client, re:  Staffing 
Equipment Evolution, LLC (“SEE”) Company Submission, December 4, 2023.  See also SEE Exhibits 1-7. 
3 Email from SEE Attorney Anthony Adams to OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley and Inspector General Ellen Ha 
regarding Close Out, December 12, 2023. 
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It should be noted that the OIG’s investigation focused on SEE’s potential connection to 
Bobby Ferguson and the documentation the company submitted to become a prequalified bidder.  
The OIG did not investigate, evaluate, or make any determinations regarding SEE’s quality of 
work.  Further, the OIG was not involved with OCP’s October 3, 2024 decision to terminate 
SEE’s contracts for convenience pursuant to Section 11.03 of the contracts.4  As such, the OIG’s 
findings shall have no impact on OCP’s determination to cancel SEE’s contracts. 
 

b. Findings and Recommendations 
 

Based on the evidence collected to date and for the reasons stated in the body of this report, 
we now make the following findings and recommendations: 
 

• Staffing Equipment Evolution, LLC was misleading in its responses to OCP and did not 
meet the requisite experience required to become a prequalified bidder.  However, OCP 
sought additional information, which SEE provided, and OCP subsequently prequalified 
the company.  Therefore, based on the new information provided during SEE’s 
administrative hearing, the OIG now finds that it would not be in the public interest to 
debar SEE. 
 

• Based on the misleading responses submitted by SEE, the OIG recommends that OCP 
revoke SEE’s prequalified bidder status.  SEE should be required to reapply before they 
are eligible to bid on future contracts with the City of Detroit. 
 

• OCP’s junior employee improperly prequalified SEE without a thorough review and 
evaluation of SEE’s responses to become a prequalified bidder.  The OIG notes however 
that OCP has subsequently made changes to the process as detailed in this report.  As 
such, the OIG does not have policy recommendations for the OCP at this time. 
 

• Pursuant to Section 6-308 of the City of Detroit Charter, the OIG recommends that OCP 
refer all questionable contractor submissions to the OIG so we may determine if any 
fraudulent documentation or information was submitted.  

 
 

 
4 Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding Notice 
to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005039- Proposal N Trash Out Release E Group F7, October 3, 2023; 
Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding Notice 
to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005044- Proposal N Trash Out Release F Group F12, October 3, 2023; 
Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding Notice 
to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005536- Proposal N Trash Out Release G Group G11, October 3, 2023; 
Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding Notice 
to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005541- Proposal N Trash Out Release G Group G14, October 3, 2023; 
and Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding 
Notice to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005548- Citywide Blight Tree Removal & Trimming, October 3, 
2023. 
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II. Overview of Staffing Equipment Evolution 
 

SEE was formed on May 20, 2021.5  The company provides construction debris removal 
and jobsite cleanup for both residential and commercial sites, civil site work, excavation, 
underground water and sewage utilities, and residential and commercial demolition including 
remediation.6  SEE is owned by Bianca Bush who also acts as the Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO).7  The Operational Manager of SEE is Jimmy Cooper8 and the Secretary is Maurice Hill.9  
SEE was certified as a Woman-Owned Business Enterprise (WBE) and Minority-Owned 
Business Enterprise (MBE) by the City of Detroit Civil Rights, Inclusion, & Opportunity 
Department (CRIO).10 
 

SEE was awarded four (4) contracts to provide Trash Out Services for the Prop N 
program after the company became a prequalified bidder through the Office of Contracting and 
Procurement (OCP).11  The four (4) contracts had a total maximum value of $399,630.12  SEE 
was also awarded one (1) contract to provide tree trimming services for the City of Detroit’s 
General Services Department (GSD).  This contract had a maximum value of $750,000.13  Thus, 
SEE was awarded five (5) City of Detroit contracts with a total maximum value of $1,149,630.14  
On October 3, 2024, OCP invoked its right to terminate SEE’s contracts for convenience 
pursuant to Section 11.03 of the contracts.  The termination was effective October 10, 2023.15 As 

 
5 Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC (SEE) submittal for the City of Detroit Office of Contracting and Procurement 
Request for Qualifications (RFQQ 181368) Proposal N for Neighborhoods Program- Trash Out, References and 
Citations, pg. 2.  See also Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Articles of 
Organization, May 20, 2021. 
6SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Organization and Capabilities, pg. 1. 
7 Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC Company Biography.   
8 Id. 
9 Limited Liability Company Certificate of Authority, signed by Maurice Hill on May 1, 2023.  This document was 
submitted in relation to the Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment, July 27, 
2023.  Evolution, Contract No. 6005548.  Specifically, this contract was between the City of Detroit General 
Services Department (GSD) and SEE for tree trimming services. 
10 Detroit Business Certification Program Staffing Equipment Evolution, FY 2023-2024. 
11 Proposal N for Neighborhoods is a plan to address 16,000 vacant houses in Detroit through rehabilitation or 
demolition.  See https://detroitmi.gov/departments/housing-and-revitalization-department/proposal-
n#:~:text=Proposal%20N%20is%20a%20plan,sold%20to%20a%20deserving%20Detroiter, accessed on January 2, 
2024. 
12 Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC, Contract Nos. 
6005039, 6005044, 6005536, and 6005541. 
13 Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC, Contract No. 
6005548. 
14 Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC, Contract Nos. 
6005039, 6005044, 6005536, and 6005541.  See also Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and 
Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC, Contract No. 6005548. 
15 Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding 
Notice to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005039- Proposal N Trash Out Release E Group F7, October 3, 
2023; Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding 
Notice to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005044- Proposal N Trash Out Release F Group F12, October 3, 
2023; Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding 
Notice to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005536- Proposal N Trash Out Release G Group G11, October 3, 
2023; Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush regarding 
Notice to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005541- Proposal N Trash Out Release G Group G14, October 3, 
2023; and Letter from Deputy CFO/ Chief Procurement Officer Sandra Stahl to SEE President Bianca Bush 

https://detroitmi.gov/departments/housing-and-revitalization-department/proposal-n#:%7E:text=Proposal%20N%20is%20a%20plan,sold%20to%20a%20deserving%20Detroiter
https://detroitmi.gov/departments/housing-and-revitalization-department/proposal-n#:%7E:text=Proposal%20N%20is%20a%20plan,sold%20to%20a%20deserving%20Detroiter
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OCP has the right to terminate the contract under the terms of the contract, the OIG was not 
involved in the termination.  

 
III. Importance of Cooperation in OIG Investigations 

 
On February 26, 2024, the OIG initiated debarment proceedings and provided a draft 

copy of our debarment report to SEE, Ms. Bush, and Mr. Cooper, through their attorney, to 
provide the parties an opportunity to respond to our draft findings.16  The initiation of debarment 
proceedings were issued pursuant to the City’s Debarment Ordinance.   Based on the review of 
the evidence the OIG had at the time, the OIG concluded that SEE, Ms. Bush, and Mr. Cooper 
were not responsible contractors within the meaning of the City’s Debarment Ordinance and that 
initiating the debarments  were in the public interest. 

 
Prior to the OIG initiating the debarment through the draft debarment report, SEE and 

Ms. Bush did not fully cooperate with the OIG’s investigation.  Section 7.5-310 of the 2012 
Charter of the City of Detroit (Charter) states that it “shall be the duty of every Public Servant, 
contractor and subcontractor and licensee of the city, and every applicant for certification of 
eligibility for a city contract or program, to cooperate with the Inspector General in any 
investigation.17”  It further states anyone who “willfully and without justification or excuse 
obstructs an investigation of the Inspector General by withholding documents or testimony is 
subject to forfeiture of office, discipline, debarment or any other applicable penalty.18”  This 
requirement and the associated penalty are also incorporated into Article 17 of all City of Detroit 
contracts.19  We note, as previously discussed in this report, SEE was awarded five (5) separate 
contracts with the City of Detroit, all of which contain Article 17. 

 
More specifically, on November 9, 2023, the OIG sent a document request to SEE 

through their attorney Anthony Adams.  The OIG requested information and documentation, 
which was due by end of business on November 27.20  After requesting an extension to the 
OIG’s request, on December 4, 2023, SEE did provide some documentation to the OIG.  
However, based on our review of the information provided by SEE, we found most of the 
documentation to be incomplete or unresponsive to the OIG’s request.   
 

For example, the OIG requested a list of SEE’s employees.  In response, SEE provided 
the resumes of Ms. Bush, the “Sole Member of SEE” and Jimmy Cooper, Operations Manager as 
well as the list of workers initially submitted to the City of Detroit.21  It was noted that all of 

 
regarding Notice to Terminate City of Detroit Contract No. 6005548- Citywide Blight Tree Removal & Trimming, 
October 3, 2023. 
16 Pursuant to Section 17-5-357(a)(2) of the Debarment Ordinance, the Inspector General provided written notice of 
the proposed debarment by both certified mail, return receipt requested, and regular mail to all known interested 
parties. The notice was also sent via email.   
17 2012 Charter of the City of Detroit, Section 7.5-310. Cooperation in Investigations; Obstruction. 
18 Id. 
19 See Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC, Contract Nos. 
6005039, 6005044, 6005536, and 6005541.  See also Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and 
Staffing Equipment, July 27, 2023.  Evolution, Contract No. 6005548.  
20 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams regarding Detroit OIG Request 23-
0019-INV, November 9, 2023. 
21 Id. 
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those employees “are laborers and are hired on a project-by-project basis.22”  The  documents did 
not contain the start dates of the employees, as requested by the OIG. The OIG also requested all 
of SEE’s building and equipment lease agreements.  SEE provided its Rental Agreement for 
14365 Wyoming and stated that they have “no equipment leases at the present time.23” 
 

The OIG also requested information regarding the four (4) references listed in SEE’s 
submission for RFQ 181368 to verify that SEE performed the services alleged on the reference 
forms.  Specifically, the OIG requested all contracts/ agreements the company had with Carlette 
Construction, Kink, P & P Group, and New Beginning as well as all invoices for work completed 
for these companies.  In response to this request, SEE provided non-responsive information, 
including its City of Detroit contracts and invoices, notice of termination letters from the city, 
and Detroit business certifications as well as its reference forms for Carlette Construction 
Consulting, P & P Group, and New Beginning.  We duly note SEE did not provide any of the 
contracts/ agreements and invoices that were specifically requested by the OIG.  It should also be 
noted that SEE did not provide any information, including the Reference Form, for Kink 
Construction which is owned by Ms. Bush and her husband.   
 

On December 5, 2023, the OIG emailed Mr. Adams and requested to schedule an 
interview with Ms. Bush.24  On the same day, Mr. Adams asked the OIG to “provide clarification 
concerning what your Department is investigating concerning SEE.25”  To which, on December 
6, 2023, the OIG responded that we are “reviewing SEE’s responses and representations made in 
the prequalification process to determine if any fraudulent misrepresentations were made.26”  
The OIG also identified the provisions in the Charter which requires SEE’s cooperation in the 
OIG investigation.27   
 

Mr. Adams did not respond to the OIG’s December 6, 2023 email.  As such, on 
December 7, 2023, the OIG followed up on the request to interview Ms. Bush and asked for a 
response by the end of business on December 8.28  On December 11, 2023, after not having 
received a response from Mr. Adams, the OIG emailed him with a third and final request to 
schedule an interview with Ms. Bush.  The OIG noted in the email that if we did not receive a 
response from Mr. Adams by the end of business on December 12, we would take that to mean 
that Ms. Bush decided not to cooperate with our investigation.29   
 

On December 12, 2023, Mr. Adams responded “SEE Company has submitted all 
documents requested.  Without further explanation from you regarding what was supposedly 

 
22 Id. 
23 Id. 
24 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams regarding Staffing Equipment 
Evolution, LLC, December 5, 2023. 
25 Id. 
26 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams, copied to Inspector General Ellen 
Ha, regarding Clarification concerning SEE OIG Investigation, December 6, 2023. 
27 Id. 
28 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams regarding Staffing Equipment 
Evolution, LLC, December 7, 2023. 
29 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams regarding Staffing Equipment 
Evolution, LLC, December 11, 2023. 
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fraudulently submitted, it doesn’t make sense to participate further.  I reiterate the ‘Star 
Chamber’ nature of these proceedings.30” On December 12, 2023, the OIG replied to Mr. 
Adams, stating, that the  
 

OIG is an independent city department and had no role in the 
termination of SEE’s contracts.  Additionally, please note that the 
City of Detroit Charter requires that contractors doing business with 
or seeking to do business with the City of Detroit cooperate with an 
OIG investigation by providing documents and testimony as 
requested.  Therefore, by choosing not to come in for an interview, 
your client is not fully cooperating with our investigation. 
 
Further, the purpose of the OIG interview is to give your client a 
chance to answer questions regarding SEE's responses and 
representations made in the pre-qualification process before the 
OIG determines if any fraudulent misrepresentations were 
made.  As such, we are providing your client an opportunity to be 
heard prior to the finalization of our investigation.31 

 
Mr. Adams did not respond to this email.  Therefore, in accordance with the City’s Debarment 
Ordinance, the OIG issued the draft debarment report which found that, in addition to failing to 
cooperate with the OIG, SEE made false and/or misleading statements in order to meet the 
requirements to become a prequalified bidder, which would enable SEE to work as a  Proposal N 
for Neighborhoods (Prop N) program contractor for the City of Detroit.32   
 

On March 6, 2024, Mr. Cooper, through Mr. Adams, requested an administrative hearing 
to address the findings against him, Ms. Bush, and SEE.33  The hearing was held on April 16, 
2024 and gave the parties an opportunity to provide clarification and explanation regarding the 
issues uncovered during the OIG investigation and identified in the OIG’s draft report. In 
addition to the testimony provided at the administrative hearing, Mr. Cooper provided new 
documentation that had not previously been provided to the OIG.  The hearing transcript as well 
as all documents provided by SEE to the OIG during the administrative hearing process are 
attached to this report. It is based on the new information and documentation the OIG received 
during the administrative hearing which now causes the OIG to amend its findings and 
determination in the draft report.  

 

 
30 Email from SEE Attorney Anthony Adams to OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley and Inspector General Ellen Ha 
regarding Close Out, December 12, 2023. 
31 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams, copied to Inspector General Ellen 
Ha, regarding Close Out, December 12, 2023. 
32 Proposal N for Neighborhoods is a plan to address 16,000 vacant houses in Detroit through rehabilitation or 
demolition.  See https://detroitmi.gov/departments/housing-and-revitalization-department/proposal-
n#:~:text=Proposal%20N%20is%20a%20plan,sold%20to%20a%20deserving%20Detroiter, accessed on January 2, 
2024. 
33 Email from SEE Attorney Anthony Adams to OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley and Inspector General Ellen Ha, 
Deputy Inspector Kamau Marable, and SEE Company regarding Notice of Initiation of Debarment Proceedings 
against Bianca Bush, March 6, 2024. 

https://detroitmi.gov/departments/housing-and-revitalization-department/proposal-n#:%7E:text=Proposal%20N%20is%20a%20plan,sold%20to%20a%20deserving%20Detroiter
https://detroitmi.gov/departments/housing-and-revitalization-department/proposal-n#:%7E:text=Proposal%20N%20is%20a%20plan,sold%20to%20a%20deserving%20Detroiter
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The changes to the draft report and resulting rescission of the initiation of debarment 
proceedings highlight the importance of cooperation by individuals and companies when they are 
contacted by the OIG. When requested information and documentation are provided, the OIG is 
able to conduct a more thorough investigation. If parties do not cooperate in our investigation 
and provide the necessary information to the OIG, it can only negatively impact the parties being 
investigated by the OIG. Moreover, it is in the public interest for the OIG to obtain all relevant 
facts to ensure our findings are factually accurate.  
 

IV. Analysis and Findings  
 

a. SEE’s Connections to Bobby Ferguson 
 

The OIG found several connections between Bobby Ferguson and SEE, which is owned 
by his daughter Bianca Ferguson Bush.  Based on the evidence collected by the OIG to date, we 
make the following findings: 
 

• On April 21, 2021, Mr. Ferguson was granted a compassionate release from federal 
prison.34  Soon thereafter, on May 20, 2021, Ferguson Group V, LLC (Ferguson Group) 
was incorporated with Bobby Ferguson listed as the resident agent.35  Also on May 20, 
2021, SEE was incorporated with Bianca Bush listed as its resident agent.36 
 

• The Ferguson Group and SEE both listed their street address and mailing address as 535 
Griswold Street, Suite 111-75 in the companies’ Articles of Incorporation filed with the 
Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA).37  This address is a 
P.O. Box located in the UPS Store in the Buhl Building which is an impermissible street 
address pursuant to LARA’s rules and regulations.38  According to LARA:  

 
A registered office must be included in the Articles of Incorporation. 
A registered office is an address in the state of Michigan where the 
resident agent is available. The registered office must be a physical 
location, but the mailing address can be a P.O. Box. A corporation 
must always maintain a current registered office. If the registered 
office location or mailing address changes, the corporation must file 
a certificate to change the registered office location or mailing 

 
34 United States of America vs. D-2 Bobby W. Ferguson, Case No. 10-20403, Opinion and Order Granting 
Defendant’s Motion for Compassionate Release, April 29, 2021. 
35 Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Articles of Organization, for The Ferguson 
Group V LLC,  May 20, 2021.  A resident agent is someone who is appointed by the corporation to receive any 
documents, notices or demands served upon the corporation.  See Michigan Department of Licensing and 
Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Corporations, Securities & Commercial Licensing Bureau, Corporations Division, 
Common Problems Filing Articles of Incorporation. 
36 Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Articles of Organization, for Staffing 
Equipment Evolution LLC,  May 20, 2021.   
37 Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Articles of Organization, for The Ferguson 
Group V LLC,  May 20, 2021.   
38 https://locations.theupsstore.com/mi/detroit/535-griswold-street, accessed on January 11, 2024. 

https://locations.theupsstore.com/mi/detroit/535-griswold-street
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address. A registered office change may also be made on the annual 
report.39 

 
• The Ferguson Group and SEE also indicated that they both operate out of 14365 

Wyoming in Detroit.  In a court filing, Mr. Ferguson stated that he was employed by the 
Ferguson Group located at 14365 Wyoming.40  SEE provided a rental agreement to the 
OIG showing that SEE rented 14365 Wyoming from Four Childrens Enterprises.41 

 
• Four Childrens Enterprises was incorporated in 1997 by Bobby Ferguson.42 

 
• Several current and/or former SEE employees have close ties to Mr. Ferguson.   

o Several current and/or former SEE employees wrote letters in support of or 
provided assistance to Mr. Ferguson in 2013 prior to his sentencing.43   

o Another employee listed by SEE in a 2023 submission to the City of Detroit  has 
ties to Mr. Ferguson dating back to at least 2009.44  The filing alleges that he 
assisted Mr. Ferguson in criminal wrongdoing prior to Mr. Ferguson’s conviction 
in 2013.45 

 
However, despite the many connections between Mr. Ferguson and SEE, the OIG was unable to 
conclude that Mr. Ferguson has a direct or indirect financial or other beneficial interest in SEE at 
this time.   
 

b. SEE’s Response to Prop N RFQQ 
 

In early 2023, SEE applied to become a prequalified bidder for the Prop N program.46  
The City of Detroit requires contractors to go through a prequalification process to become 
eligible to bid on Prop N contracts.  The purpose of the Request for Qualifications Quote 
(RFQQ) is to identify “contractors to be included on the City of Detroit Proposal N Program 
Trash Out Supplier List” who will then “have the opportunity to bid on City of Detroit Proposal 

 
39 Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Corporations, Securities & Commercial 
Licensing Bureau, Corporations Division, Common Problems Filing Articles of Incorporation. 
40 Willie McCormick & Associates, Inc. v. Bobby W. Ferguson ,et al., Civil Action No. 12-15460, Application to 
Proceed in District Court Without Prepaying Fees or Costs, July 24, 2023. 
41 Rental Agreement (Month-to-Month) between Four Childrens Enterprises and Bianca Bush for 14365 Wyoming 
Street, Detroit, MI  48238 submitted by SEE as Exhibit 3. 
42 Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) Articles of Organization for Four Childrens 
Enterprises,  March 20, 1997.   
43 United States of America vs. D-2 Bobby W. Ferguson, Case No. 10-20403, Defendant Bobby Ferguson’s 
Sentencing Memorandum, October 8, 2013, pg. 5-6.  See also United States of America vs. D-2 Bobby W. 
Ferguson, Case No. 10-20403, Consolidated Motion and Memorandum in Support for a Hearing to Allow the 
Defendant Bobby W. Ferguson to be Released on Bond Pending Sentencing, March 22, 2013, pg. 2.  See also SEE 
Employee and Equipment List 2023.  This document was submitted in relation to the Professional Services Contract 
between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment, July 27, 2023.  Evolution, Contract No. 6005548.   
44 SEE Employee and Equipment List 2023.  This document was submitted in relation to the Professional Services 
Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing Equipment, July 27, 2023.  Evolution, Contract No. 6005548.   
45 United States v. Bobby W. Ferguson, Michael Woodhouse, Calvin L. Hall, Fergson Enterprises, Inc., Xcel 
Construction Services, Inc., and A&F Environmental/ Johnson Construction Services, Case No. 10-20535, February 
27, 2012. 
46 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368. 
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N Trash Out work.47”  The prequalification application “must be signed by an officer or 
representative of the company who is authorized to bind the company to an agreement obligation 
with the City.48”  Jimmy Cooper signed the documentation in SEE’s RFQQ submission as well 
as all contracts awarded to the company.49 
 

SEE was also required to provide references in its response to become a prequalified 
bidder.  As such, SEE identified the following four (4) companies as a reference. 

 
1. Kink Construction, LLC 
2. New Beginnings Landscaping 
3. Carlette Construction Consulting 
4. P & P Group, Inc.50  

 
Kink Construction, LLC 
 

SEE listed Kink Construction LLC (Kink), a California based company, as one of its 
references.51  The RFQQ 181368 Reference Form (Reference Form) completed by SEE 
indicated that, between 2021 and 2022, SEE provided “consulting services regarding 
construction services, site restoration, demo of structures interior and exterior, trash hauling of 
demo debris and administrative services insurance and bonding.52”  Dustin Bridges was listed as 
the owner of Kink as well as the contact person who could verify the information provided by 
SEE.53  However, Kink is actually co-owned by SEE owner Bianca Bush and her husband 
Dustin Bush.54  During the administrative hearing, Mr. Cooper claimed that “Dustin Bridges” 
was a typo and that he meant to list “Dustin Bush.55”   
 

On April 20, 2022, an OCP Procurement Assistant sent a message to Kink’s general 
email address with specific questions about the work completed by SEE.56  On April 22, 2022, 
Dustin L. Bush responded to OCP.  He stated that “SEE did perform work for [Kink] at 3 
different properties.  [Kink] would be happy to recommend them for future work with the City of 
Detroit.57”  Mr. Bush listed three (3) properties, all located in Detroit, in which SEE allegedly 

 
47 RFQQ 181368, Section 1:  Program Goals and Objections, pg. 5. 
48 RFQQ 181368, Section 6:  Submission Requirements and Instructions, pg. 8. 
49 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368.  See also Professional Services Contract between City of Detroit and Staffing 
Equipment Evolution LLC, Contract Nos. 6005039, 6005044, 6005536, 6005541, and 6005548. 
50 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368. 
51 California Secretary of State LLC Registration- Articles of Organization for Kink Construction LLC, July 1, 2021.  
See also https://kink.ac/, accessed on January 25, 2024. 
52 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Reference Form Kink Construction LLC, pg. 61. 
53 Id. 
54 See https://kink.ac/meet-the-team/, accessed on January 25, 2024.  See also Westlaw Edge PeopleMap Report for 
Bianca Bush.   
55 City of Detroit Office of Inspector General Administrative Hearing Transcript, In the Matter of: OIG Case No. 
2023- 0019-INV Staffing Equipment Evolution, April 16, 2024 at pg. 24. 
56 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Email from OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen Wallace to admin@kink.ac 
regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE), April 20, 2022, pg. 63. 
57 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Email from Kink owner Dustin Bush to OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen 
Wallace regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE), April 22, 2022, pg. 62. 

https://kink.ac/
https://kink.ac/meet-the-team/
mailto:admin@kink.ac
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performed concrete removal and replacement, stripping of topsoil and grading, debris removal, 
and excavation and pipe installation.58 
 
New Beginning Landscaping 
 

In addition to Kink, SEE identified New Beginning Landscape (New Beginning) as a 
reference in its RFQQ 181368 submission.  The Reference Form submitted by SEE stated that, 
from 2000 to 2022, “the staffing of Staffing Equipment Evolution LLC, ‘SEE’ has worked with 
the above landscape company for over 20 years, both firms are second and third generations 
minority owned firms.  The Staff of SEE has performed clean up of debris, stump and tree 
removals, and complete site clean-ups for New Beginning Landscape.59”  A list of 19 properties 
in which SEE’s “experienced staff” removed and hauled away debris was also included.60  It 
should be noted that the list of properties provided were actually demolished by Gayanga Co. 
(Gayanga), a prequalified demolition bidder for the City of Detroit.  New Beginning owner 
Maurice Hill was listed as the contact person who could verify that SEE performed the services 
listed.61 
 

On March 29, 2022, an OCP Procurement Assistant sent an email to Mr. Hill with 
questions regarding the work allegedly completed by SEE.62  On April 6, 2022, Mr. Hill 
confirmed that SEE performed work at 5470 St. Aubin, Detroit which is the business address for 
New Beginning.63  He stated that SEE “cleaned out the office space and shop area of all the brick 
wall that was there.  Also wood framing [was] done [and] they also cleaned exceptionally well 
and hauled away it[.  It] was expected to take 4 days [but] it was completed in 2 days [and] all 
the trees and fence and grading was done in the same time frame very professional and I’d refer 
to anyone.64”   
 

Additionally, RFQQ 181368 requires potential contractors to detail their crew capacity 
which determines how much work a contractor is eligible to have under contract at any given 
time.65  Each crew must contain four (4) people and contractors are required to identify those 
individuals and their position on their assigned crew.66   SEE listed Mr. Hill as the driver for 
their second crew.67  However, he is also SEE’s secretary and thus has the “authority to execute 

 
58 Id. 
59 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Reference Form New Beginning Landscape, pg. 68. 
60 Id.. 
61 Id. 
62 Email from OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen Wallace to Maurice Hill regarding Reference Check Staffing 
Equipment Evolution, March 29, 2022. 
63 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Equipment Lease Agreement, pg. 15 and State of Michigan Certificate of No-
Fault Insurance, pg. 34. 
64 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Email from New Beginning Landscape owner Maurice Hill to OCP 
Procurement Assistant II Gwen Wallace regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE), April 6, 
2022, pg. 56. 
65 City of Detroit Office of Contracting and Procurement Request for Qualifications (RFQQ 181368) Proposal N for 
Neighborhoods Program- Trash Out, Section 2: Minimum Qualifications, pg. 5. 
66 Id.  
67 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Crew List, pg. 9. 
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and commit the Company to conditions, obligations, stipulations and undertakings” in contracts 
between SEE and the City of Detroit.68 
 

The RFQQ also required interested contractors to provide a list of their equipment and 
evidence of insurance.69  As a part of their submission to OCP, SEE provided a copy of its 
Equipment Lease Agreement with New Beginning.70  On May 9, 2022, SEE entered into an 
agreement with New Beginning to lease a 2022 GMC Sierra 2500 pickup truck.  It was a 12 
month lease in which SEE agreed to pay New Beginning $600 a month.  The Equipment Lease 
Agreement was signed by Maurice Hill on behalf of New Beginning and Bianca Bush on behalf 
of SEE.71  SEE submitted the proof of insurance which showed that the GMC Sierra was insured 
by New Beginning.72  This truck was also listed as the vehicle that would be used by the second 
crew to which Mr. Hill was identified as a SEE employee.73 
 
Carlette Construction 
 

Carlette Construction Consulting (Carlette Construction) was also identified by SEE as a 
reference in its RFQQ submittal.74  Carlette Construction owner Ernie Williams was listed as the 
point of contact.  The Reference Form submitted by SEE stated that, from 1998 to 2021, 
“Staffing Equipment Evolution’s staff has worked with Mr. Williams for over 2 decades [doing] 
debris removal, site excavation, and excavation of foundations and site restoration.75”   
 

An OCP Procurement Assistant sent an inquiry to Carlette Construction’s general email 
address with specific questions about the about the services SEE detailed that it performed on the 
Reference Form.  On April 5, 2022, Carlette Construction Project Manager Ronald Williams 
responded to OCP’s questions.76  He stated that SEE performed all work on schedule and per 
specifications.  He also stated that SEE removed overgrown material and external debris at 
properties in Detroit and Ferndale.77 
 

SEE listed Ronald Willaims, a project manager for Carlette Construction. However, Mr. 
Williams was also listed as a SEE employee and, more specifically, as the driver for SEE’s first 

 
68 Limited Liability Company Certificate of Authority, signed by Maurice Hill on May 1, 2023.   
69 OCP RFQQ 18168, Section 2: Minimum Qualifications, pg. 5. 
70 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Equipment Lease Agreement between Staffing Equipment Evolution, LLC and 
New Beginning Landscape Services LLC for 2022 GMC Sierra 2500 Pickup,  pg. 14. 
71 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Equipment Lease Agreement, pg. 15 and State of Michigan Certificate of No-
Fault Insurance, pg. 34. 
72 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, State of Michigan Certificate of No-Fault Insurance, pg. 34. 
73 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Crew List, pg. 9. 
74 SEE submittal for RFQQ Reference Form Carlette Construction Consulting, pg. 57. 
75 Id. 
76 SEE submittal for RFQQ, Email from Carlette Construction Project Manager to OCP Procurement Assistant II 
Gwen Wallace regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE), April 5, 2022, pg. 58. See also 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ronald-williams-3b6a8142/. 
77 SEE submittal for RFQQ, Email from Carlette Construction Project Manager to OCP Procurement Assistant II 
Gwen Wallace regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE), April 5, 2022, pg. 58.  Mr. 
Williams’ response stated that SEE performed work at 20202 Appoline, 9646 Whitcomb, 14551 Asbury Park, and 
18010 Littlefield in Detroit as well as 2000 Eight Mile Road in Ferndale. 
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crew.78  SEE was also required to provide a list of their equipment and evidence of insurance.79  
One of the trucks that SEE stated would be used by their company was a 2021 Ram pickup 
truck.80  This truck was registered to and insured by Carlette Construction.81  Also, this Ram 
truck was assigned to crew one where Mr. Williams was the listed driver.82  Despite SEE’s 
purported use of this vehicle, SEE did not provide the OIG with any type of lease agreement for 
the Ram truck as requested by the OIG.83   

 
P&P Group 
 

The last reference that SEE provided to OCP was P&P Group.  The Reference Form 
submitted by SEE stated that, from 2021 to 2022, SEE provided “consulting services regarding 
construction services, site restoration, demo of structures interior and exterior, trash hauling of 
demo debris and administrative services insurance and bonding.84”  P&P Group owner Priest 
Price was listed as the contact person who could verify that SEE performed the services listed on 
the Reference Form.85  On March 30, 2022, an OCP Procurement Assistant sent an email to P&P 
Group’s general email address with questions regarding the work allegedly completed by SEE.86  
On April 1, 2022, P&P Group responded from the company’s general email stating that they 
were “not familiar with Staffing Equipment Evolution.87”   

 
During the administrative hearing, Mr. Cooper stated that SEE provided “consulting 

services regarding construction services site.88”  He then clarified that he knew the owner of P & 
P Group and did consulting work for him at various times over the years. However, SEE as a 
company did not do any work for P&P Group.89   
 

i. Analysis of References provided by SEE 
 

The OIG finds that SEE made misleading statements to OCP to become a prequalified 
bidder for the City of Detroit Prop N program.  For example, SEE provided a reference from 
P&P Group indicating that SEE provided services for them.  However, there is no evidence that 
SEE ever did any type of work for P&P Group.  It is also unclear why SEE would provide a 

 
78 City of Detroit Office of Contracting and Procurement Request for Qualifications (RFQQ 181368) Proposal N for 
Neighborhoods Program- Trash Out, Section 2: Minimum Qualifications, pg. 5. See also Employee Crew List 
provided by SEE as Exhibit 2 on December 4, 2023. 
79 OCP RFQQ 18168, Section 2: Minimum Qualifications, pg. 5. 
80 Employee Crew List provided by SEE as Exhibit 2 on December 4, 2023. 
81 SEE submittal for RFQQ, Michigan Registration and Certificate of No-Fault Insurance- Michigan, pgs. 21-22. 
82 Employee Crew List provided by SEE as Exhibit 2 on December 4, 2023. 
83 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams regarding Detroit OIG Request 23-
0019-INV, November 9, 2023. 
84 SEE submittal for RFQQ Reference Form P&P Groug, pg. 65. 
85 Id. 
86 SEE submittal for RFQQ, Email from OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen Wallace to P&P Group 
(info@gopandpgroup.com) regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution, March 30, 2022, pg. 67. 
87 SEE submittal for RFQQ, Email from P&P Group (info@gopandpgroup.com) to OCP Procurement Assistant II 
Gwen Wallace regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution, April 1, 2022, pg. 67. 
88 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 39. 
89 Administrative Hearing Transcript at 39-42. 

mailto:info@gopandpgroup.com
mailto:info@gopandpgroup.com
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reference for work for a company that is not familiar with SEE and therefore could not verify 
that SEE performed satisfactory work.   
 

The other references provided by SEE were companies that were directly affiliated with 
SEE’s listed employees.  For example, SEE indicated that they performed services for Kink at 
three (3) Detroit properties.90  In this instance, one company owned by Ms. Bush (Kink) 
provided a reference for another company owned by Ms. Bush (SEE).  Thus the reference 
provided by Kink cannot provide an unbiased and independent verification of SEE’s ability to 
perform work in a satisfactory manner.   

 
In addition, SEE stated that the company did work for Kink, not SEE’s staff, after SEE 

had been formed in 2021 and 2022.  However, the OIG was unable to substantiate that SEE, as a 
company, in fact, performed any work for Kink at the addresses provided by Mr. Bush.91  On 
November 9, 2023 and again on April 17, 2024, the OIG requested that SEE provide all 
contracts, agreements, and invoices related to the work SEE allegedly performed for Kink.92  No 
such documentation was provided to the OIG.  We note however that , at the April 16 
administrative hearing, Mr. Cooper clarified that SEE’s staff, not SEE, performed work for Kink.  
Mr. Cooper believes the work provided to Kink was performed by Bobby Ferguson, Jr. and 
possibly another person.  However, SEE did not provide any information that  Bobby Ferguson, 
Jr. was ever a paid SEE employee.93  Mr. Cooper further stated that “SEE didn’t get any work 
until 2023.  The staff of SEE, the staffing people had to eat, because we couldn’t get anything 
until we got word.94”   

 
New Beginning and Carlette Construction were the other references provided by SEE 

during the prequalification process.  Both references indicated that SEE’s “staff” performed the 
services listed in the reference forms over the last two (2) decades.  However, SEE was not 
formed until 2021.  Mr. Cooper explained that SEE, as a company, did not complete the work.  
In relation to the New Beginning reference, SEE provided a list of 19 properties in which SEE’s 
“experienced staff” removed and hauled away debris was also included.95  It was stated during 
the administrative hearing that James Ferguson completed the work on the 19 properties when he 
was an employee of Gayanga.96  On May 2, 2024, the OIG requested that SEE provide 
documentation that James Ferguson was a SEE employee because they were using his 
experience to become prequalified.97  However, no such documentation was provided.98  In 
relation to Carlette, Mr. Cooper explained that he did consulting work for Carlette 

 
90 SEE submittal for RFQQ 181368, Email from Kink owner Dustin Bush to OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen 
Wallace regarding Reference Check Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE), April 22, 2022, pg. 62. 
91 The addresses provided were 223 Horton, 19575 Argyle Crescent, and 13592 Appleton. 
92 Email from OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley to SEE Attorney Anthony Adams regarding Detroit OIG Request 23-
0019-INV, November 9, 2023. 
93 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 26-27.   
94 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 27. 
95 Id.. 
96 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 33. 
97 Email from Jennifer Bentley to Anthony Adams, copied to Ellen Ha, Kamau Marable, and Jimmy Cooper 
regarding OIG Follow-up Request, May 2, 2024. 
98 Email from Anthony Adams to Jennifer Bentley regarding Follow Up Responses, May 13, 2024. 
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Construction.99  However, the reference form says “[doing] debris removal, site excavation, and 
excavation of foundations and site restoration100” and does not mention any consulting work. 
 

Further, New Beginning’s owner Maurice Hill and Carlette Construction project manager 
Ronald Williams responded to OCP’s inquiries about the references and stated that SEE staff 
performed satisfactory work.  As stated above, both of these individuals were listed as SEE 
employees and as providing equipment in SEE’s RFQQ prequalification submission.  SEE 
explained to the OIG that employees listed in its RFQQ response “are hired on a project-by-
project basis.101”  Because Mr. Hill and Mr. Williams have  ties to SEE, including in their 
capacity as employees and equipment providers, the OIG finds that these references are not an 
unbiased and independent verification of SEE’s ability to perform work in a satisfactory manner.  
Additionally, SEE stated that “staff” were the individuals who provided the services which is 
misleading as it does not make clear that SEE as a company did not do the work.   

 
During the administrative hearing, SEE’s attorney stated that SEE was a “startup 

company.”  As such, SEE “relied upon the experience of people who worked for other 
companies.  That’s what they brought to the table.  This is not a situation where you have an 
established company that can submit and support itself through work they performed.”  The 
attorney further clarified that SEE was a startup company “that’s using recommendations and 
references from the people who work there to qualify for the work.102”   

 
However, OCP has stated that an employee’s experience does not make up for a 

company’s lack of experience.  The company must have some experience to become 
prequalified.  OCP also clarified that Prop N was designed, in part, to help companies based in 
Detroit, companies that hire Detroiters, and those new to doing business with the City.  It was not 
designed for brand new companies looking to get city work.103  It should be noted that during the 
year and a half prequalification process, SEE did some “landscaping and light stuff104” but did 
not attempt to do any of the work SEE was trying to obtain its prequalification for.  Mr. Cooper 
stated that SEE was only formed to do work for the City of Detroit.   

 
c. Documentation Provided at Administrative Hearing 

 
The OIG’s findings in the draft report and initiation of debarment proceeding were 

supported by OCP’s position that they do not allow work performed by an employee at a 
different company to count toward the new company’s experience.105  OCP is “looking for [a] 

 
99 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 36. 
100 Id. 
101 Letter from See Attorney Anthony Adams to OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley , copied to client, re:  Staffing 
Equipment Evolution, LLC (“SEE”) Company Submission, December 4, 2023. 
102 Administrative Hearing Transcript at, pg. 28. 
103 OIG Meeting Notes regarding 23-0019-INV, April 30, 2024.  The meeting was attended by Chief Procurement 
Officer Sandra Stahl, Deputy Director or Procurement Toni Limmitt, Corporation Counsel Conrad Mallet, Inspector 
General Ellen Ha, Deputy Inspector General Kamau Marable, and OIG Attorney Jennifer Bentley. 
104 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 43. 
105 Email from OCP Manager of Policy, Auditing, Compliance, and E-Procurement Adam M. G. Kind to OIG 
Attorney Jennifer Bentley regarding Staffing Equipment Evolution, January 5, 2024.   
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vendor’s experience not an individual.106”  However, at the administrative hearing, SEE 
provided new documentation to the OIG that had not been previously provided by SEE or OCP.  
It is these documents that ultimately persuaded the OIG to amend its  findings and 
recommendations for the final report.  
 

SEE provided an email from an OCP Procurement Assistant who flagged issues with 
SEE’s prequalification submission.  The OCP Procurement Assistant requested that SEE provide 
an explanation of its affiliation with Gayanga, in general, as well as the commercial properties 
that were demolished by Gayanga.  SEE was also asked “to provide an explanation of the years 
of experience discrepancy (Reference document suggests 22 years, LLC indicates one-year in 
business).107” 
 

Mr. Cooper sent an undated letter, which he stated was sent around December 13, 
2022,108 to the OCP Procurement Assistant on behalf of SEE seemingly in response to the above 
email.  It stated that  
 

Staffing Equipment Evolution (SEE) has not affiliation with 
Gayanga, or are we associated with any other contractors.  Mr. 
James Ferguson, the supervising employee of SEE was previously 
employed by Gayanga; and for us to in compliance with obtaining a 
City of Detroit Wrecking License, the City required the following, 
three (3) year Foreman-Superintendent-Supervisor experience.  
James has over 20 years of experience, yet his last (3) years of 
experiences was his employment as a Foreman- supervisory at 
Gayanga.  Therefore, the only reason that SEE submitted those 
commercial properties was because they are associated with our 
supervisor James last three years experience.109   

 
Mr. Cooper also explained the experience discrepancy. He stated that he has “well over 

22 years experience in the construction industry, residential and commercial.110”  Mr. Cooper 
also noted that he was a business manager for a labor union where he represented “over 3,000 
men and women on construction projects.111”  Further, SEE’s owner Bianca Bush “has a 
Bachelor of Science in Architecture and a Construction Science Minor.112”  She also “obtained a 
City of Detroit Wrecking License.113”  Mr. Cooper’s letter concluded by stating “our references 
submitted identifies several other companies, New Beginning Landscape and Carlette 
Construction Consulting, that Staffing Equipment Evolution presently works for and that our 

 
106 Id.  
107 Email from OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen Wallace to SEE Company, copied to OCP employees 
Bernadette Walker and Kelly Trammell and COD Demo Info, regarding Trash Out Committee Response_SEE, 
dated October 26, 2022. 
108 Administrative Hearing Transcript at pg. 34. 
109 Letter from SEE Jimmy Cooper to OCP Procurement Assistant II Gwen Wallace, copied to OCP employee 
Bernadette Walker and SEE owner Bianca Bush, regarding Trash Out Committee Response_SEE.   
110 Id. 
111 Id. 
112 Id. 
113 Id. 
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staff has worked with over the past 22 years.114”  Sometime after OCP received this letter, they 
were approved as a prequalified bidder.   

 
On April 30, 2024, the OIG met with OCP leadership regarding the new documentation 

provided by SEE during the administrative hearing.  It was reiterated during the meeting that an 
employee’s experience does not make up for a company’s lack of experience.  The company 
must have at least some experience and proof of satisfactory work to become prequalified.  
However, OCP acknowledged that SEE was approved as a prequalified bidder by a junior 
employee after she received the letter from Mr. Cooper addressing OCP’s concerns.   

As such, based on the new information provided during the administrative hearing and in 
our meeting with OCP leadership, the OIG finds that SEE’s misleading statements do not meet 
the requirements of a debarment as outlined in the City of Detroit Debarment Ordinance.  
However, the OIG finds that, despite OCP’s initial approval through a junior employee, SEE’s 
prequalification submission was misleading at best and possibly fraudulent.  Therefore, the OIG 
recommends that SEE’s prequalified bidder status be revoked and the company should be 
required to reapply before they are eligible to bid on future contracts with the City of Detroit. 
 

V. Changes Made by OCP 
 

OCP identified issues with is prequalification process after the issues with SEE were 
identified.  Therefore, OCP implemented a new Reference Check Policy after the issues with 
SEE’s references were identified.  The updated policy was put in place to ensure that references 
are carefully and systematically reviewed.  OCP Contract Procurement Specialists (CPS) or 
Procurement Assistants (PA) is now required to do the following: 
 

Prepare Questions: Develop a set of standardized questions to ask 
each reference for consistency prior to the release of the bid.  The 
questions address the vendor's communication skills, problem-
solving abilities, and their overall satisfaction with the vendor's 
performance and if they would recommend or higher the vendor 
again.  CPS or PA will ask if the project was within the budget, did 
the vendor meet the schedule, and/or if they had any change order 
or issues.  Questions could vary based on the commodity. 
 
When the reference form is received:  CPS or PA Contact 
References: Reach out to the provided references via phone or 
email. CPS/PA will clearly identify themselves and their role in the 
Procurement department. CPS/PA  will ask specific questions 
related to the vendor's performance, reliability, quality of 
products/services, and adherence to deadlines.  
 
Check Credentials: Verify the credentials of the references to 
ensure they are legitimate and have a relevant association with the 
vendor.  Cross-check the information provided with any publicly 

 
114 Id. 
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available data or industry databases such as LARA and visit 
websites, use Google to view review.  Review any before & after 
pictures.  
 
Document Responses: Record detailed responses from the 
references. Note any positive feedback, concerns, or issues raised by 
the references.  
 
Compare Responses: Compare responses across different 
references to identify common themes or areas of concern.  Pay 
attention to any consistent patterns that may influence the decision-
making process.   
 
Follow Up: If there are any ambiguous or concerning responses, the 
CPS/PA will following up with the references for clarification.  
They will address any specific concerns or seek additional 
information as needed.   
 
Documentation and Reporting: The CPS/PA should document the 
entire reference verification process with the date and time the call 
or visit was made. Attach the information with the bid documents.  
CPS will summarize the feedback received from references and 
share with the evaluation committee during the evaluation.  The CPS 
should consider the overall satisfaction, reliability, and performance 
of the vendor as reported by their references.115 

 
Based on the proactive steps taken by OCP in this instance, the OIG does not have any additional 
policy recommendations for the OCP at this time. 
 

VI. Conclusion 
 

Based on the evidence collected during the OIG investigation and as detailed in this 
report, we find that SEE’s submission to OCP to become a prequalified bidder was, at minimum, 
misleading.  However, because OCP approved their submission after requesting and receiving 
clarification, we now determine that SEE’s misleading statements do not meet the requirements 
of a debarment as outlined in the City of Detroit Debarment Ordinance.  It should also be noted 
that the OIG would not have initiated debarment proceedings through our February 26 draft 
report had SEE fully  cooperated with the OIG’s investigation and provided all relevant 
documentation.   

 

 
115 Email from OCP Manager of Policy, Auditing, Compliance, and E-Procurement Adam M. G. Kind to OIG 
Attorney Jennifer Bentley regarding OCP Reference Check Policy, January 25, 2024. 
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615 Griswold  Suite 1230  Detroit, MI 48226  Phone: 313.628.2517  Fax: 313.628.2793 
 

March 11, 2024 
 
VIA Certified Mail, Regular Mail, and Email 
 
Anthony Adams, Esq. 
Marine Adams Law PC 
21 Kercheval Avenue  
Suite 225 
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI  48236 
 
 
  RE: OIG Case No. 23-0019-INV 

        Notice of Administrative Hearing for Jimmy Cooper 
 
Dear Mr. Adams: 
 

An administrative hearing for the above-reference matter has been scheduled for 
Tuesday, April 16, 2024 at 10am at the Detroit Office of Inspector General (OIG) located at 

 
OIG Conference Room 

615 Griswold, Suite 1230 
Detroit, MI  48226 

 
The purpose of the administrative hearing is to give you an opportunity to present 

testimony and any supporting information you would like the OIG to consider in making a final 
determination.  Any written response must be accompanied by a notarized affidavit attesting to 
the veracity of the statement under oath.  The administrative hearing is not an adversarial process 
and shall not be conducted as such.  The submission of information is not limited by the 
Michigan Rules of Evidence. 
 

Please keep in mind that the OIG is not trying to prove its case against your client.  
Therefore, the OIG does not present its case or call any witnesses.  The hearing is your client’s 
opportunity to present any additional testimony or evidence that shows information in the OIG’s 
draft memorandum is inaccurate.  The Inspector General will take that information under 
consideration and amend the draft memorandum as necessary and required by the evidence. 
 

Additionally, the investigation is still considered open until a final memorandum is issued 
by the OIG which occurs after the administrative hearing.  Therefore, Section 7.5-313 of the City 
of Detroit Charter requires that “all investigative files of the Office of Inspector General shall be 
confidential and shall not be divulged to any person or agency.”  The only exception is that you 
may share the draft memorandum with your client. 
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          Kamau C. Marable, MA., CIG 
                       Deputy Inspector General 

CITY OF DETROIT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

 
                                                                
 

615 Griswold  Suite 1230  Detroit, MI 48226  Phone: 313.628.2517  Fax: 313.628.2793 
 

   
If you plan on calling any witnesses, please provide their names as well as their role/ 

purpose at least five (5) business days in advance of the scheduled hearing date.   
 

Included with this letter is the OIG Hearing Information Sheet on what to expect 
regarding the hearing.  Also attached is a copy of the Administrative Hearing Rules.  Should you 
have any questions about the hearing process, you may contact Jennifer Bentley, Attorney for the 
OIG, at bentleyj@detoig.org or (313) 628-5758.   
 
 
   
 

Very truly yours, 
 

 
 

Ellen Ha, Esq., CIG 
Inspector General 

 
 
 

w/ Attachment: OIG Administrative Hearing Rules 
   OIG Hearing Information Sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:bentleyj@detoig.org
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OIG HEARING INFORMATION SHEET 
 
Before the hearing: 
 

• You and your attorney, if you choose to hire one, may provide a written response, 
including any supporting information, which is relevant to the OIG draft memorandum. 

• You or your attorney must submit a witness list, including the names and purpose of each 
witness, at least 5 business days in advance of the hearing. 

• You are responsible for requesting and arranging for the attendance of any witnesses you 
would like to call during your hearing. 

• The OIG does not provide its investigative file prior to the hearing or at the hearing.  The 
draft memorandum clearly details the evidence relied upon in making its initial 
determination.  The purpose of the hearing is for you to present new evidence or 
testimony in response to the OIG draft findings. 

• The Administrative Hearing must be held within 45 calendar days of the OIG receiving 
the written request for a hearing. 

 
At the hearing: 
 

• The Inspector General reads a basic statement of facts regarding your case as well as the 
areas in which the OIG was critical of you and/or your department’s actions. 

• You and/or your attorney may make an opening statement.   
• You and/or your attorney, if you have one, may question any witnesses, including you, 

and submit evidence.  
• OIG staff may also ask questions of you as well as any witnesses you call.  The purpose 

of this is to ensure the OIG has all of the necessary facts to conclude its investigation.  
• All questions are answered under oath.   
• All information presented must be related to the OIG’s draft findings. 
• The hearing is informal but a court reporter is present.  A copy of the transcript will be 

included with the OIG’s final memorandum along with any other documentation you 
submit related to the OIG’s draft memorandum. 

 
After the hearing: 
 

• Within thirty (30) days of the hearing or within ninety (90) days of the hearing if the OIG 
determines that additional information or investigative action is required, the OIG will 
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provide you, and your attorney, if you have one, with a copy of the final memorandum 
and close its investigative file. 

• The final memorandum will include the notice of hearing, responses from all affected 
parties, all documents submitted by the affected parties, and a transcript of the hearing. 
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1                                   Detroit, Michigan
2                                   Tuesday, April 16, 2024
3                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Today is Tuesday,
4          April 16, 2024.  For the record, this is an
5          Administrative Hearing in the matter of the Office of
6          Inspector General -- from here on will be referenced as
7          the OIG -- File Number 23-0019-INV, which pertains to
8          debarment of Staffing Equipment Evolution also known as
9          SEE, Bianca Bush and Jimmy Cooper.

10                    Please note that in accordance with the
11          OIG Administrative Hearing Rules, this hearing is being
12          transcribed by the court reporter who is present today.
13                    Before we begin, may I have appearances from
14          everyone?
15                    MR. ADAMS:  Good morning.  My name is
16          Anthony Adams, P33695, appearing on behalf of SEE.
17                    MR. COOPER:  My name is Jimmy Cooper.  I'm
18          the Operations Manager of Staffing Equipment.
19                    MS. BENTLEY:  Jennifer Bentley, attorney for
20          the OIG.
21                    DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Kamau Marable,
22          Deputy Inspector General, City of Detroit.
23                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Ellen Ha, Inspector
24          General.  
25                    I also have a couple of housekeeping matters        
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1          that need to go on the record.
2                   First, the record should reflect that we are
3          holding this hearing in accordance with Section 7.5-311
4          of the 2012 Charter of the City of Detroit and pursuant
5          to the OIG's Administrative Hearing Rules.  The hearing
6          is being held at the request of Mr. Jimmy Cooper, who is
7          represented by legal counsel today; and, as such, a
8          written notice for the hearing was sent to Mr. Cooper's
9          attorney on March 11th via e-mail and via certified and

10          regular mail on March 24th.
11                    MR. COOPER:  I have a question.  I'm here on
12          behalf of Staffing Equipment Evolution.
13                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Yes.
14                    MR. COOPER:  Okay.
15                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  By way of context,
16          after the OIG was made aware that SEE is connected to a
17          former city contractor, Bobby Ferguson -- who is now
18          debarred from working for the City until March 11,
19          2033 -- the City of Detroit opened a complaint on August
20          28, 2023 to determine if SEE was indeed connected to
21          Mr. Ferguson; and, if so, whether SEE fraudulently
22          concealed Mr. Ferguson's involvement with SEE so that
23          SEE could secure a contract with the City.  The OIG was
24          unable to definitively conclude that Mr. Ferguson has
25          any direct control of SEE or any financial interest in
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1          SEE.  However, during our investigation the OIG did
2          find several discrepancies in the information SEE
3          submitted to the City in order to become a
4          pre-qualified bidder, so we looked further into SEE's
5          responses and representations made to the City during
6          the pre-qualification process to determine if SEE made
7          fraudulent misrepresentations to the City in order to
8          become a pre-qualified bidder for the City's Prop N
9          Program.

10                    Sometime during this investigation SEE
11          stopped cooperating with the OIG's investigation by
12          providing incomplete and unresponsive information and
13          documentation to OIG's request.  In addition, SEE's
14          owner, Bianca Bush, through her attorney -- who also
15          represents SEE and all of its employees -- refused to be
16          interviewed by the OIG.  Therefore, based on the
17          information and documentation that the OIG had as of
18          February 26, 2024, the OIG issued an 18-page draft
19          Debarment Report which laid out its findings to support
20          debarment of SEE, Ms. Bush and Mr. Cooper.
21                    In accordance with the City's Charter and the
22          Debarment Ordinance in the OIG's Administrative Hearing
23          Rules:  One, the draft was sent to Mr. Adams, attorney
24          for SEE, Ms. Bush and Mr. Cooper for their review and
25          response; and, two, as such, we are holding today's
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1          Administrative Hearing pursuant to a request made by  
2          Mr. Cooper on behalf of SEE.
3                    So that there is no misunderstanding of what
4          the purpose of today's hearing is, I will outline the
5          purpose and the rules of the hearing.  First, it is 
6          important to note that this hearing is not for the
7          Office of Inspector General to present, defend or discuss
8          its finding contained in the draft report.  Second, this 
9          is not a legal or adversarial proceeding; therefore,

10          neither the Michigan Court Rules nor the Michigan Rules
11          of Evidence apply in this proceeding.  The only rules
12          that apply in this proceeding is the OIG's Administrative
13          Hearing Rules, a copy of which was previously sent to
14          Mr. Adams.  The sole purpose of today's hearing is to
15          provide SEE, Ms. Bush and Mr. Cooper with an opportunity
16          to either refute or dispute any factual findings made
17          against SEE, Ms. Bush and Mr. Cooper in the OIG's draft 
18          report dated February 26, 2024.  In particular, we are
19          holding today's hearing so that Mr. Cooper may represent
20          and present additional and/or new evidence related to
21          the OIG's draft findings that would support a reversal
22          in part or to make corrections on the OIG's findings
23          made in the draft report.
24                    After the hearing today, the OIG will re-review 
25          and reconsider all the testimony and evidence provided to   
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1          date, including what was presented today, and make any 
2          necessary changes or adjustments, if any, to the draft
3          report before issuing a final.  In the event the OIG 
4          has additional questions or requires additional documents
5          after today's hearing -- so, for example, if you provide
6          us with new information today which we were not made 
7          privy to before we issued the draft report, and in the
8          event we have additional questions, we will be asking 
9          you additional questions; or if you reference a piece of

10          document or information that you forgot to bring today,
11          we may ask you provide the same after today's hearing.
12                    After we finalize the report, the OIG will
13          publish the report, which will include the following:
14                    A copy of any documents submitted during
15          today's hearing, including any substantive
16          correspondences between the OIG and Mr. Cooper and/or
17          his attorney, and a copy of the transcript of today's
18          hearing along with any and all exhibits submitted and
19          marked today.
20                    Mr. Adams, do you or your client have any
21          questions about what I just said or have any concerns
22          that you want to put on the record today?
23                    MR. ADAMS:  Well, obviously, we have a lot
24          of concerns with this entire process.  It started off
25          essentially as a witch hunt from the City of Detroit
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1          through Corporation Counsel Conrad Mallett, who had the
2          audacity to suggest that Bobby Ferguson was tied in
3          with the SEE company without any proof presented to the
4          City, without any information given to myself.  This
5          representation was made and started a series of events
6          which, quite frankly, have harmed the business
7          reputation of SEE.
8                    When we got notice of the Inspector General's
9          report or Inspector General's commencement of an

10          investigation, we were obviously concerned,
11          understanding that the two offices are separate, yet it
12          appeared that the train had already left the station
13          and certain determinations had already been made that
14          SEE was connected with Mr. Ferguson; and, therefore,
15          we were hesitant to participate in any proceedings that
16          occurred.
17                    That being said, we're here today to
18          present -- present information, which we believe had
19          there been a much more robust investigation, a lot of
20          the questions that were asked and comments that were
21          made in the report would not have been made.  
22                    We are happy -- somewhat happy, I should say,
23          that you made the determination that Mr. Ferguson is
24          not connected to the company.  The only connection is 
25          that his daughter, who is a separate person from him, 
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1          that's his daughter, and no child should be left to 
2          carry the burden of their father's misdeeds.
3                    So we're here today with Mr. Cooper who is
4          the Operation Manager, who actually submitted and did
5          all of the paperwork on behalf of SEE; who prepared a
6          lot of the documentation that was submitted; who
7          participated in the Office of Contract Compliance
8          extensive, extensive review process to refute some of
9          the findings in the report so that we can have SEE have

10          this cloud of doubt removed from them.
11                    This was a company that had pre-qualified and
12          was actually performing at a high level on the contracts
13          that they had with the City of Detroit -- contracts that
14          were yanked arbitrarily and capriciously, I might add,
15          from the City of Detroit.  And we're here today to
16          address your concerns.  Thank you.
17                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Just so that we're
18          clear, today we are not interested and we did no
19          investigation.  We have no issues.  There's no
20          investigation pertaining to SEE's performance as a
21          contractor; that is not at issue today.  I just wanted
22          to clarify the record.  And, as you had so correctly
23          stated, the Corporation Counsel and the Office of
24          Inspector General are two different offices. 
25          Although we are City agencies, we do not -- we did not
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1          make the determination to terminate SEE.  We can only
2          make determinations as to whether to issue an entry
3          suspension or to debar a company.
4                    MR. ADAMS:  Okay.  All right.  We're ready.
5                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  All right.  So the
6          floor is all yours, Mr. Adams.
7                    MS. BENTLEY:  Can we swear in Mr. Cooper?
8                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Oh, I forgot.
9                              JIMMY COOPER,

10    having first been duly sworn, was examined and testified on
11    his oath as follows:
12    BY MR. ADAMS:
13    Q.    Please state your name for the record.
14    A.    Jimmy Lewis Cooper.
15    Q.    Mr. Cooper, where do you currently reside?
16    A.    462 River Rouge, Michigan.  Carson Street.
17    Q.    Carson Street, River Rouge, Michigan.
18                    And if you could please give some background
19          information on yourself.  Where were you born and raised?
20    A.    Born in Monroe, Louisiana, April 19, 1957.
21    Q.    Did you attend school there?
22    A.    Yeah, Carroll High School.
23    Q.    And did you graduate from high school?
24    A.    Yes.
25    Q.    And did there come a time when you then moved to the
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1          City of Detroit?
2    A.    Yes.
3    Q.    When was that?
4    A.    1975.
5    Q.    What did you do when you arrived?
6    A.    When I arrived in the City of Detroit, I started doing
7          -- I was a fire chaser; which houses catch on fire, I
8          would go and clean them out and stuff like that.
9    Q.    Okay.  Did there come a time when you joined Laborers'

10          Local 1191?
11    A.    Yes.
12    Q.    Tell us about your experience with Laborers' Local 1191.
13    A.    I joined the Laborers' Union in 1977.  I had a two-year
14          stunt.  I went in the military and I came back, and you
15          don't lose your -- the years in the military with the
16          Union, you still carry over those years.  So in 1983 I
17          became a business agent for the Union and I was a
18          representative, field representative, moved all the way
19          up to business manager of Laborers' Local 1191.
20    Q.    And, as business manager, what did your day-to-day
21          responsibilities include?
22    A.    Overseeing contracts, dealt with contractors, with the
23          workers, making sure everybody was treated fairly.
24    Q.    I'm going to show you what is marked as -- 
25                    MR. ADAMS:  I guess we should mark it as
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1          Exhibit A, which is Mr. Cooper's resume.
2    (EXHIBIT A, Jimmy L. Cooper Resume,
3    WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
4    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
5                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Can I just ask a
6         question about your resume?
7                    THE WITNESS:  Mm-hmm.
8                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  So I noticed that it
9          has a Detroit address on it.  Is that your business?

10                    THE WITNESS:  I lived in Detroit.
11                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Oh, I see.
12                    MR. ADAMS:  That's an older version of it.
13    BY MR. ADAMS:
14    Q.    Is this the version that was submitted with the
15          application for the City of Detroit?
16    A.    I stayed in Detroit.  My daughter -- I stayed with my
17          daughter from Detroit.  
18                    I can't recall.
19    Q.    I'm just only using this for purposes of illustrating
20          your background and experience in the construction
21          industry.  You had the opportunity to work with a
22          number of different contractors in the construction
23          field?
24    A.    Yes.
25    Q.    And could you give me just an example of a few of the
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1          names of the companies that you've worked with over the
2          years, you know, 30 years of service in the labor
3          union?
4    A.    I dealt with all of them.  Dan Excavating, Walter
5          Toebe, AJAX.  I worked with all of the contractors and
6          all the way up until I retired.  When I retired, I
7          became a consultant for Lakeshore Engineer,
8          Dan Excavating and AJAX on the Southfield freeway.
9    Q.    So you have a number of relationships with contractors

10          in the construction industry?
11    A.    Right.  And I'd like to add, too, I became a
12          contractor -- I was the first black bridge contractor in
13          the State of Michigan.  As a matter of fact, you talk
14          about hard, what you guys are doing is nothing compared
15          to what I went through with this.  I had to go through
16          Michigan's Bridge Painting School.
17    Q.    So I have a Certificate from the Michigan Department of
18          Transportation, Bridge Training School.
19                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Did you want to enter
20          this exhibit?
21                    MR. ADAMS:  Yeah, I will.  I'm just -- this
22          is background information.
23   (EXHIBIT B, MDOT Bridge Painting Certificate,
24   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
25   FOR IDENTIFICATION)
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1    A.    This is one of the hardest licenses to get, a bridge
2          painter.
3    BY MR. ADAMS:
4    Q.    So you're a licensed bridge painter, licensed by the
5          State of Michigan?
6    A.    Yeah.  And I got pre-qualified in the State of Kentucky
7          and Indiana, too.
8                    MR. ADAMS:  So this would be Exhibit 2, that
9          would be the certificate.

10                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Okay.
11                    MR. ADAMS:  Exhibit 3 would be the SSPC
12          Certification License.
13    (EXHIBIT C, SSPC License,
14    WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
15    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
16                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  You mean C?  Are we
17          going 1, 2, 3?        
18                    COURT REPORTER:  You had said A, B, C.
19                    MR. ADAMS:  I'm sorry, did I say A, B, C?
20                    COURT REPORTER:  Yeah.
21                    MR. ADAMS:  So this is just a letter being
22          submitted by Jason Gutting, Engineer Construction
23          Operations, Contract Performance, speaking to the
24          certifications, this is Exhibit D.
25    (EXHIBIT D, Letter to Cooper from Gutting,
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1    WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
2    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
3    BY MR. ADAMS:
4    Q.    So all of the certifications and training require you
5          to have, I would say, a skill base and knowledge of
6          various aspects in the construction industry as well
7          as the demolition industry?
8    A.    Yes.
9    Q.    Okay.  I'm going to -- there came a time when you were

10          approached by Bianca Bush to work with her in the
11          formation of a new company.  Why don't you give us some
12          background and context on that.
13    A.    Well, you know, I knew them as kids.  She said, what
14          are you doing?  I said, I'm just taking it easy.  I've
15          been painting bridges all over the State of Michigan.
16          She approached me, and would I consider it.  I say,
17          okay, let's do it.  
18                    Because what really discouraged me
19          anything was that looking around the City of Detroit
20          and a lot of us who look like me wasn't out there
21          working.  Let's be real about it.  That's one reason I
22          went back in, even with my connection and knowing --
23          knowing people, knowing contractors. And it was amazing
24          because all of the work out there when we started.  And
25          when we finally got a contract, even the inspector
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1          said, wow, where did y'all come from?  They didn't
2          think blacks were even involved in construction
3          anymore.  Our whole crew was black.
4    Q.    So SEE was formed in May 2021.  When did you join SEE?
5    A.    I joined during the time her and I was talking.  You
6          know, I was getting on top of it.
7    Q.    I want to introduce Exhibit E as the resume of 
8          Ms. Bianca Bush who is the CEO of SEE.
9    (EXHIBIT E, Bianca Bush Resume,

   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
10    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
11    BY MR. ADAMS:
12    Q.    So you knew Bianca Bush as a child.  And she is a young
13          leader who actually has a Bachelor of Science in
14          Architectural, Construction Services Minor.  Enhanced
15          operations, business development.  And identified on her
16          resume as having worked with a number of different
17          companies in the local industry; one obviously being
18          Kink Construction Company, JTM Construction, XCEL
19          Construction.  She is also a licensed demolition
20          contractor, State of Michigan licensed asbestos
21          abatement contractor, and certified as a Detroit 
22          MBE/WBE company.
23                    DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Mr. Adams, a quick
24          question.  I didn't see the institution where she got
25          her Bachelor's from.
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1                    MR. ADAMS:  Yeah, it's right there down at
2          the bottom.
3                    MS. BENTLEY:  I think he's asking what school
4          she attended.   I don't see it on there.
5                    MR. ADAMS:  She says she has a BS in
6          Architecture, Construction Science Management, that's
7          what it says.
8                    MS. BENTLEY:  From where?
9                   DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Yeah, what

10          institution?
11                    MR. ADAMS:  Oh.
12    BY MR. ADAMS:
13    Q.    What institution did she attend, do you know?
14    A.    She was down in Texas.
15                    MR. ADAMS:   We'll submit a followup on that, 
16          what institution she attended.
17    A.    Yeah.
18    BY MR. ADAMS:
19    Q.    But she grew up in the construction industry?
20    A.    Oh, yeah.
21    Q.    And she appeared to have a lot of experience in the
22          construction area?
23    A.    Yeah.  Operations, yeah.
24    Q.    So this was a newly formed company?
25    A.    Mm-hmm.
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1    Q.    So did there come a time when you submitted
2          applications to become an approved contractor with the
3          City of Detroit?
4    A.    Yes.
5    Q.    When was, if you could recall, the first application
6          submitted to the City of Detroit?
7    A.    It wasn't an application.  You had to go through Oracle.
8    Q.    What is Oracle?
9    A.    It's what the City of Detroit set up and you go through

10          a process and they'll assign you people.  I went
11          through 20-some people.  Because it's a process -- let's
12          be real about this.  As a black contractor, a person
13          going in this business can't go anywhere else.  That
14          Oracle, they can't get that far.  And you have to go at
15          it and know the industry, really, to deal with it.
16          Oracle, I don't care what you can do, what experience
17          you got, if you don't know how to go through that
18          Oracle and work the process with the people -- because
19          the people changes on you.  This is designed to fail
20          for a small contractor.  It's designed to fail.
21    Q.    So you went -- describe for me exactly what the Oracle
22          system requires you to do.
23    A.    You know, all the stuff they ask you to fill out.  The
24          paperwork, God, it's -- man, that's a question -- what
25          you see is what they asking for.  It's the same thing
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1          I'm here for today going over, this is the process.
2    Q.    So you had to submit the qualification?
3    A.    The qualification, yes.
4    Q.    You had to submit resumes?
5    A.    Yes.
6    Q.    You had to identify references?
7    A.    Yes.
8    Q.    You had to identify the owners of the company?
9    A.    Yes.

10    Q.    You had to file certifications as to who those owners
11          were?
12    A.    Yes.
13    Q.    You had to file certifications as to what equipment the
14          company owned?
15    A.    Yes.
16    Q.    Was the extensive back and forth with the City of
17          Detroit OCP officials?
18    A.    Oh, yeah.
19    Q.    It took you how long to get pre-qualified through the
20          City of Detroit?
21    A.    About a year and a half.
22    Q.    About a year and a half?
23    A.    Yeah.
24    Q.    So were the applications submitted before SEE was
25          formed or after SEE was formed?
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1    A.    No.  SEE was formed.
2    Q.    Okay.  So you then submitted those applications?
3    A.    Huh?
4    Q.    And then you submitted those applications?
5    A.    Yes.  Because you had to go get your license.  You had
6          to go get all your stuff.  You know, there were forms.
7    Q.    All right.  The process was extensive?
8    A.    Oh, God, yes.
9    Q.    There were a number of questions that were raised

10          during the course of the OCP investigation of SEE's
11          credentials that had to be answered?
12    A.    Yes.
13    Q.    So let's go to the document which is entitled The City
14          of Detroit, Office of Inspector General, Debarment
15          Report, which would be Exhibit F.
16    (EXHIBIT F, OIG Debarment Report,

   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
17    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
18    BY MR. ADAMS:
19    Q.    So in this report the OIG starts off with making 
20          certain findings with respect initially to Mr. Bobby
21          Ferguson and makes statements regarding Mr. Bobby
22          Ferguson, but then they begin to examine the
23          background of SEE.  And obviously this is a draft
24          Debarment Report because it says that it's a draft.
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1                    We're here now to kind of begin to go 
2          through this report.  So let's go to Page 2 of 18 in
3          this report.
4                    So in the report it talks about SEE was
5          formed in May 2021.  You already described the process
6          that SEE went through in order to pre-qualify.  It says
7          that SEE was awarded four contracts to provide trash
8          out services for Proposal N.  What are trash out
9          services?

10    A.    It's going in and cleaning old houses out; cleaning
11          them out, cleaning the yard out.  And they come out and
12          inspect it, and if it passes, then we go to the next
13          house, and that's a continuation.
14    Q.    Which department in the City had oversight for these
15          contracts, if you know?
16    A.    The Demolition Department.
17    Q.    The Demolition Department.  Who was the Demolition
18          Department run by?
19    A.    LaJuan Counts.
20    Q.    LaJuan Counts, okay.  
21                    So how did you all win these contracts?
22    A.    We bid it.
23    Q.    Was your price the lowest price, or what?
24    A.    Yeah.
25    Q.    Was it a low price bid?
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1    A.    Yeah.
2    Q.    Did you perform those contracts?
3    A.    Yes.
4    Q.    Was there any issue with the work that was done?
5    A.    No.  Might I add?
6    Q.    Yeah, please.
7    A.    We got a call.  I went over to the City, over on Hubble
8          where they needed tree contractors, and asked could we
9          do it, so we thought they was getting behind it.  You

10          know, somebody got in trouble because they couldn't,
11          and we went out there and did a performance job for
12          them.
13    Q.    You were asked to do that?
14    A.    Yeah, we got involved with the trees.  They asked could
15          we do them.  We said yeah, we could do them.
16    Q.    Let's dig deeper into the OIG report.  We're going now
17          to Page 3 of 18, where the OIG office is referencing
18          certain contractors that were identified as a part of
19          your pre-qualification bid to work for the City of
20          Detroit.  The first company on this list they have is
21          Kink Construction, LLC.
22                    MR. ADAMS:  Now, I will note for the record
23          that Bianca Bush's resume, Exhibit E, references the fact
24          that she worked with Kink Construction as a managing
25          partner, and that resume I would represent was submitted
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1          as a package with the City of Detroit.
2    BY MR. ADAMS:  
3    Q.    So what the finding here is -- the first finding is they
4          talk about listing of Dustin Bridges as the owner of
5          Kink as well the contact person who could verify
6          references for SEE.   
7                    Who is Mr. Bridges?  What is his correct 
8           name, I guess, would be the best way to put that.
9    A.    It's Dustin Bush -- no, I'm sorry.  Yes, it's Dustin L.

10          Bush.
11    Q.    All right.  Dustin L. Bush.  But in the reference
12          itself you put the name Dustin Bridges.
13    A.    Yeah.  It was a typo.  There was so much paperwork, you
14          know.
15    Q.    It was an error?
16    A.    It was an error.
17    Q.    And during the course of the City's review of the
18          pre-qualification process, did in fact Mr. Dustin
19          Bush respond to inquiries from the City of Detroit?
20    A.    Yes, he did.
21    Q.    And there are e-mails within the City's file which
22          support the fact that whatever was referenced on the
23          application itself was corrected during the course of
24          the City's investigation of the pre-qualification of --
25    A.    Yes.   
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1    Q.    -- Kink.  You have to wait until I finish.
2    A.    Oh, I'm sorry.
3    Q.    Is that correct?
4    A.    Yes.
5    Q.    So there was no misrepresentation.  There was an
6          incorrect entry on the application as a reference but
7          that was corrected in subsequent conversations with the
8          City of Detroit?
9    A.    Yes.

10    Q.    Because there are, in fact, e-mails in the files of
11          the City which reference Dustin Bush responding to
12          inquiries to the OCP Procurement Assistant?
13    A.    Yes.
14    Q.    The second thing that OIG lists in this finding is that
15          there was never a reference that Ms. Bush is married to
16          Mr. Bush.  Why is that?
17                    INSPECTOR GENERAL:  You mean Ms. Bush?
18                    MR. ADAMS:  Ms. Bush.  I'm sorry.
19    BY MR. ADAMS:
20    Q.    I guess the question is:  Is there anything in the
21          regulations of the City which prohibit a husband from
22          giving a reference to his wife?
23    A.    No.
24    Q.    I couldn't find any. 
25                    MR. ADAMS:  And maybe if the Office of OIG
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1          could point me to that, that would be helpful, because 
2          I didn't see any reference in the City's procurement
3          where it says that a husband cannot give a reference
4          for a wife or a wife could give a reference for a
5          husband or the nature of that particular relationship
6          had to be disclosed.
7    MR. ADAMS:  
8    Q.    I then also go to Page 5 of 18 where it talks about OIG
8          was unable to substantiate that SEE in fact performed
9          work for Kink at the addresses provided by Mr. Bush.

10                    On November 19, 2023, OIG requested that SEE
11          provide copies of all contracts and invoices related
12          to work SEE performed for Kink.  It says that I
13          responded that they did not begin work until 2021.  The 
14          reference indicates that SEE staff, through Jimmy Cooper,
15          experienced labor leader and former general manager of
16          Laborers' Local, had extensive relationship with the
17          parties identified as references. 
18                    Did you in fact have extensive relationships with
19          the parties identified as references in SEE's application?
20    A.    Yes.  Yeah.
21    Q.    I continue down to New Beginnings Landscaping.
22                    MS. BENTLEY:  Can I ask a question?
23                    MR. ADAMS:  Certainly.
24    BY MS. BENTLEY:
25    Q.    Did Staffing Equipment Evolution do work for Kink?
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1    A.    The staff of Staffing Evolution.
2    Q.    So what staff did the work?
3    A.    If you see it, the staff that does the work, we got
4          workers that would work for him.
5    Q.    Specifically, what staff member did this work?
6    A.    I think it was a couple of guys.  I think BJ worked
7          there.
8    Q.    Who is BJ?
9    A.    Bobby, Jr.  Bobby Ferguson, Jr.  He did some work for

10          them.
11    Q.    And who else?
12    A.    I don't know the other young man.
13    Q.    So the reference was provided from 2021 to 2022 when
14          SEE was in existence and SEE did not do any of the work
15          itself?
16    A.    SEE didn't get any of the work until 2023.  The staff
17          of SEE, the staffing people had to eat, because we
18          couldn't get anything until we got word.
19                    MR. ADAMS:  And I think the issue is we're
20          talking about a startup company.  We're not talking
21          about Adamo.  We're not talking about any big company. 
22          We're talking about a startup company that relied upon
23          the experience of people who worked for other companies.
24          That's what they brought to the table.  This is not a
25          situation where you have an established company that
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1          can submit and support itself through work they
2          performed.  We're talking about a startup company that's
3          using recommendations and references from the people
4          who work there to qualify for the work.  Now, I don't
5          see where it says that that can't be done, but I'm
6          sure you will find something.
7                    MS. BENTLEY:  I mean, the Reference Form asks
8          for a description of services provided for the company
9          that's asking for the references.

10                    MR. ADAMS:  And if you do that, then we would
11          go back and look at a company like Gayanga.  Gayanga
12          Demolition Company, the owner had no demolition
13          experience.  He had the demolition experience of Bobby
14          Ferguson's wife.  He had the experience of Bobby
15          Ferguson's cousin.  He had the experience of Bobby
16          Ferguson's worker.  They were not investigated for what
17          you're investigating SEE for, which is using the
18          experience of other people in order to qualify for
19          work.  I don't know what was done that was improper
20          given the fact that Proposal N was designed to enhance
21          and support new companies in the business.  So you
22          trying to pin them on the fact that, oh, SEE didn't do
23          the work, but the people who worked for SEE actually
24          did the work.  I don't see where any line was blurred
25          on that, I don't.
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1                    MS. BENTLEY:  So the representations made in
2          the documentation provided stated that SEE only has two
3          employees.
4                    MR. ADAMS:  Right.
5                    MS. BENTLEY:  So if Mr. Cooper and Ms. Bush
6          didn't do the work, then Staff Equipment Evolution
7          didn't do the work.
8                    MR. ADAMS:  Well, they could have had other
9          people who worked with them.  As a startup company, SEE

10          would bring workers in as work was needed.  If they
11          needed someone to do the work, they brought those
12          people in.  They have an experienced group of people
13          who they know because they have relationships with
14          people in the industry.
15                    So it would not be unusual, especially for
16          the work like this, where you ramp up and you ramp down
17          depending upon how much manpower you need in order to
18          perform the services.  I don't want us to get caught
19          on the fact that, again, this is a new company, newly
20          formed, and they were performing the work that they
21          were given.  So that would be my point there, that
22          the representations were, in fact, correct because the
23          people who did the work actually had experience and 
24          had worked on various projects.  And this is not new, 
25          because the City of Detroit went through the same
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1          thing that you're going through and found that they 
2          pre-qualified.  
3                    So now we get caught up in the who is the
4          best arbiter of qualifications here; is it the 
5          people who they talk with over a period of a year 
6          and a half or is it the office of OIG that simply
7          looked at a few documents and came to a conclusion
8          that somehow things were not correct.
9                    Because I noticed in your report where you

10          got support from the City, you put it as a footnote.
11          And there is no footnote in here which talks about
12          husband or wife giving recommendation because it
13          doesn't exist in the City's regulation.  It doesn't
14          say.  So you can't bump them on something's that's not
15          in the regulations.  Now, they're going to clarify
16          their policy, they need to do so.  But you can't
17          ding them on that, nor can you ding them on the fact
18          that they had people who worked for them, had worked
19          with other companies and contractors in the business.
20          How can you do that on a startup company?  If that
21          was the case, no startup would ever qualify for any
22          contract in the City of Detroit.  And we know we have 
23          that issue with black contractors making it through 
24          the City's process
25                    But let's continue, because I think as we                     
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1          go through this more you'll get more context in
2          understanding what our position is.  Because the next
3          issue was New Beginnings Landscaping, that's on Page 5
4          of 18.  It talks about a list of 19 properties in which
5          SEE's experienced staff removed and hauled debris.
6          New Beginnings owner, Maurice Hill, was listed as the
7          contact person who would verify the performed services
8          listed.  So then the report goes on to state
9          March 29th, OCP sent an e-mail to Mr. Hill, questions

10          regarding work allegedly completed by SEE.
11                    On April the 6th, Mr. Hill confirmed that
12          SEE performed work at 5470 St. Aubin, which is the
13          business address for New Beginnings.  He stated that
14          SEE cleaned out the office space and shop area, the
15          brick wall that was there, also wood framing and
16          cleaning was done exceptionally well.  So the finding
17          of the OIG says that the OIG finds that SEE, with the
18          assistance of New Beginnings, made false statements and
19          misleading statements regarding the relationship. 
20                    MS. BENTLEY:  One quick question.  What staff
21          for SEE performed that?
22                    THE WITNESS:  That would be --
23                   MR. ADAMS:  We got it.  So, again, this was
24          provided to the City of Detroit, because they asked 
25          almost the same question that you're asking, which was
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1          how could you list those properties and who did the
2          work.
3     (EXHIBIT G, Cooper Trash Out Committee Response,           
4     WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
5     FOR IDENTIFICATION)   
6     BY MR. ADAMS:
7     Q.    So I'm going to show you what was marked as Exhibit G.
8           I wish I could separate it.
9                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  What was Exhibit F?

10                    MR. ADAMS:  Your Debarment Report.  
11     BY MR. ADAMS:        
12     Q.   So they talk about the 19 projects.
13                    So I'm going to show you what's marked as 
14          Exhibit G, which was a document that was submitted to
15          the City of Detroit during this whole pre-qualification
16          process.  It's in the files of the City of Detroit.
17          I'm going to also reference that in another portion of
18          of the representation where we're talking about 
19          equipment.      
20                    So this is a letter that was prepared by you
21          in response to a question about the 19 properties and
22          the work that was done.  Could you please explain to
23          us exactly what that letter speaks to, Mr. Cooper?
24    A.    The City of Detroit Demolition Department has a    
25          committee.  In order for you to go through the   
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1          demolition process you have to go before this
2          committee.  And an experienced person, Mr. James
3          Ferguson, worked for Gayanga, did these projects for
4          Gayanga.  So that helps with the experience, the
5          person that we have to get the demolition license.
6                    MS. BENTLEY:  This was for the demolition
7          license?  This was separate from the procurement 
8          process?
9                    THE WITNESS:  Yeah, it's a procurement.  All

10          comes in one now.
11                    MS. BENTLEY:  Yes.  But I'm just trying to
12          understand.  This was provided to the people that give
13          out the demolition license?
14                    MR. ADAMS:  No.  This letter was submitted
15          to the City in response to the exact question that
16          you asked about where the experience came for the
17          19 properties.  
18                    So Exhibit G speaks to the relationship
19          between James Ferguson -- who actually performed the
20          work when he was employed by Gayanga.  That's why 
21          it was listed on their reference.  They were using
22          his experience as a contractor, which relates back 
23          to the 19 properties that were identified in the report.
24          That's what this is and that's what this speaks to.
24    BY MR. ADAMS:
25    Q.    And, again, this letter also speaks to what they call
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1          experience discrepancies about your resume.  If you
2          could speak to that as well.
3    A.    Right.  Experience discrepancies.  My resume alone,
4          SEE's operation management attached, indicates well over
5          22 years of my experience in the industry.
6    Q.    So, again, it was SEE relying upon the experience 
7          of people that had worked in other industries, in
8          other companies, as a basis to assist them in being 
9          pre-qualified.  And, again, I note that this was sent

10          to the City of Detroit sometime around December 13, 2022.
11          So this is more than a year after SEE had been formed
12          and you're still into the pre-qualification process that
13          was being undertaken by the City of Detroit.  You had
14          not yet been approved by the City of Detroit because they 
15          still continued to raise questions regarding your 
16          application; is that correct?
17    A.    Yes.
18    Q.    All right.  Let's go to Carlette Construction
19          Consulting.  That was also identified as a reference on
20          your resume, on the pre-qualifications for SEE?
21    A.    Yes.
22    Q.    Who is Carlette?
23    A.    Carlette -- as a matter of fact, Ernie Williams
24          and I grew up together.  We're both from Monroe, 
25          Louisiana.
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1    Q.    So Carlette Construction is a company that you've known
2          for a number of years?
3    A.    Yeah.  We've been working together forever.
4    Q.    And, again, it gets to this -- I'm looking at Page 8 of
5          18 of the OIG report, where it says, OIG finds that SEE,
6          with the assistance of Carlette and Ronald Williams, made
7          false and misleading statements relating to this
8          reference that was provided to OCP so SEE could become
9          pre-qualified.  And I'm trying to understand the nature

10          of the false statement since you have experience with
11          Carlette Construction, correct?
12    A.    Yes.
13    Q.    You've worked with them over the years as the
14          Business Manager of Laborers' Local 1191?
15    A.    Yes.
16    Q.    It talks about Mr. Williams having a financial
17          incentive to verify.  
18                    Did Carlette actually do work for SEE?
19    A.    No.  We didn't use them.
20    Q.    Have you ever done any work with Carlette at SEE?
21    A.    Yes.
22    Q.    What type of work did you do?
23    A.    I did some consulting work for them.
24    Q.    But the basis of the reference is on your relationship
25          and the strength of your relationship with Mr. Williams --
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1    A.    Yes.
2    Q.    -- and not the fact that Bianca Bush had any experience
3          with SEE.  
4                    They also talk about SEE was required --
5          this is the bottom of the last paragraph on Page 8 of
6          18.  SEE was required to provide a list of equipment
7          and evidence of insurance.  It says one of the trucks
8          that SEE stated would be used by their company was a
9          2021 Ram pickup truck.  What was that all about?  They
10          said the truck was registered to Mr. Williams.  So you
11          can refer, this is Exhibit G.
12    A.    What happens was in construction it changes.  We went
13          and got our own vehicles, so we didn't need them.  We
14          got our own trucks.
15                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  When you mean we, you
16          mean SEE?
17                    THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  We/SEE.
18                    MR. ADAMS:  He's the representative of SEE,
19          so it would be appropriate for him to say we.
20                     So that the record is clear, I want
21          to identify these pages since this is a four-page
22          exhibit.  1, 2, 3, 4, 5.  Okay.
23    BY MR. ADAMS:        
24    Q.    So starting on Page 3 of Exhibit G there are a series of
25          registrations for equipment.  What is that equipment?
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1    A.    Those are trucks that we had to give to the City when
2          we had the meetings to get to work.  So you had to have
3          all this.  We had to give this to the City.  Plow,
4          equipment.
5    Q.    So this exhibit on Page 3 identifies a 2022 --
6                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  2021.  Oh, I'm sorry.
7    BY MR. ADAMS:
8    Q.    -- a 2022 Dodge pickup.  It identifies a 2009 Chevrolet.
9          It identifies a 1998 Ford.  It identifies a 2002 Dodge

10          Ram, and it identifies a 2009 Chevy, all registered with
11          the Secretary of State's office, all registered to SEE,
12          Staffing Equipment Evolution, LLC.
13                    MS. BENTLEY:  Does Staffing Equipment
14          Evolution still own these vehicles?
15                    THE WITNESS:  Yes.
16                    MS. BENTLEY:  So I requested that information
17          originally and that was not provided.
18                    MR. ADAMS:  I understand, because we were at
19          odds, but we're here now to give you what you requested.
20                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  That's what this
21          hearing is about.
22                    MR. ADAMS:  Exactly.  That's why we're here.
23          Because, again, in my opening statement I said we had a
24          lot of reservations about the whole process, but I was 
25          able to talk with Mr. Cooper, because I felt it was     
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1          important that we would at least present to you so that
2          he would have a complete record.  And please forgive
3          our issues initially, but we're here now to clear the
4          record up.  So that speaks to that issue.
5                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  May I see that?
6                    MR. ADAMS:  Yes, ma'am. 
7                    And that exhibit speaks to that first 
8           paragraph in 9 of 18 which talks about equipment.
9           But I'll continue to go.

10    BY MR. ADAMS:
11    Q.    So, again, I want to now go -- the last thing we have
12          on Page 9 of 18 is P&P Group.  Who is P&P Group?  Can 
13     you tell me who P&P Group is?
14    A.    P&P, that's who we get our dumpsters from.
15    Q.    So P&P is a dumpster company?
16    A.    Uh-huh.  And --
17    Q.    All right.  Go ahead.
18    A.    They have two companies; one is Riteway and the other
19          is P&P, and that's who we get our stuff from.
20    (EXHIBIT H, Reference Form,

   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
21    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
22    BY MR. ADAMS:
23    Q.    So this is -- first of all, this would be Exhibit H,
24          which is the Reference Form that was submitted to the
25          City of Detroit as part of the pre-qualifications
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1          process.  
2                    So in the OIG report it says that -- and this
3          is the second paragraph under the heading P&P.  It says
4          on March 30th, OCP Procurement Assistance sent an
5          e-mail to P&P Group with questions regarding work
6          allegedly completed by SEE.  On April 1st, P&P
7          responded through the company's general e-mail that
8          they were not familiar with Staffing Equipment
9          Evolution.  But you're saying that that in fact was

10          not correct because you have copies of dumpster
11          contracts?
12                    MS. BENTLEY:  So the reference states that --
13          it says that, "Consulting services regarding
14          construction services, site restoration, demo of
15          structures interior and exterior, trash hauling of demo
16          debris, and administrative services insurance and
17          bonding."
18    BY MS. BENTLEY:
19    Q.    So did SEE provide any consulting services to P&P?
20          It's on the first page.
21    A.    Yeah.  Consulting services regarding construction
22          services site.
23    Q.    What consulting services were provided to P&P?
24    A.    Consulting is I can advise you how to, you know -- let
25          me explain to you about construction.
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1    Q.    I'm asking, did SEE provide consulting services to P&P?
2    A.    Yes.
3    Q.    What services were provided and when?
4    A.    The dates, I don't know the dates.  But what I'm saying
5          to you is I did it.  The consulting services -- my man
6          Paul, we worked together.
7    BY MR. ADAMS:
8    Q.    Do you know Paul Price?
9                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  It's Priest.

10    BY MR. ADAMS:
11    Q.    Do you know Priest Price?
12    A.    I know Priest.
13    Q.    Have you worked with Priest in the past?
14    A.    I worked with Priest's people, that's Riteway.  You
15          have to understand, we did it with Riteway.  P&P is the
16          same, but there's two different companies.
17    Q.    But she's speaking more to exactly what type of
18          services that you actually provided to the company.
19          Did you ever consult with or work with Mr. Priest?
20    A.    No, I never worked with Mr. Priest.
21    Q.    Did you ever work with anybody in his company?
22    A.    Yes.
23    BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:
24    Q.    So when you say you worked with anyone from P&P, are
25          you referring to yourself or are you referring to as
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1          an employee or as an official of SEE?  
2                    I think I'm getting things a little mixed 
3          up and it gets kind of cloudy here, because I realize
4          based on your testimony today it seems like you've
5          had a number of years of construction services and
6          you got to know all of the different contractors.
7    A.    Yes.
8    Q.    And SEE was only recently created.  And, if I'm hearing
9          you correctly, and please correct me if I'm wrong, what

10          you're saying is that Jimmy Cooper, over the last 20,
11          more than 20-some years --
12    A.    40 years.
13    Q.    -- 40 years, had working relationships with various
14          construction companies, including Kink, P&P, 
15          New Beginning and Carlette, right?
16    A.    Yes.
17    Q.    And what you're saying, if I'm hearing you correctly,
18          again, is that SEE should get the credit because you
19          are part of SEE now.  So the references provided by
20          these four companies were not really references to SEE
21          but they were references and a testament that they have
22          worked with you in the past?
23                    MR. ADAMS:  I think we could, at least when
24          it relates to Kink, say that there was a direct
25          relationship and experience with the principal, that
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1          she did in fact work for Kink, so she could get credit
2          for that experience.
3                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  You mean Bianca Bush?
4                    MR. ADAMS:  Bianca Bush, right.  Your general
5          proposition is that in fact is what we're saying, is that
6          we have -- again, I keep going back to this new startup.
7          We're not talking about experienced.  We're talking
8          about a startup company that has an experienced staff.
9          Mr. Cooper, Mr. Hill, all these people had experience
10          in the industry and they trying to get another company
11          off the ground, which was SEE, which then went through a
12          year and a half pre-qualification process with City of
13          Detroit, which went through all of these questions.
14          Answered as many questions as they had to, because they
15          obviously got to the end of the finish line and were
16          performing services for the City of Detroit.  There was
17          no attempt to hide the existence of the newness of the
18          company; you can see from the fact it was only formed
19          in 2021.  And then they submitted their application to
20          get approved, which took them almost a year and half.
21          This wasn't a quick process that they went through with
22          the City of Detroit, it was very extensive.  It was
23          only until -- I'll leave that alone.  Go ahead.
24    BY MS. BENTLEY:
25    Q.    So during the pre-qualification process, which you said
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1          took about a year and a half, did Staffing Equipment
2          Evolution do any work for any other entity that was not
3          the City of Detroit?
4    A.    No.  We did some landscaping and light stuff like that.
5    Q.    Staffing Equipment Evolution did; their employees?
6    A.    We didn't have no employees.
7    Q.    Was Staffing Equipment basically formed just to do work
8          for the City of Detroit then?
9    A.    Yeah.  I mean, that's where it was at, you know,

10          demolition and housing and stuff like that.
11                    MR. ADAMS:  That's a fair statement.
12    BY MR. ADAMS:
13    Q.    Why was it formed?
14    A.    First of all, to get black people out to work.  That
15          was one of my biggest angers.
16    Q.    And there actually was a great pronouncement by the
17          great Mayor of the City of Detroit, Mike Duggan, which
18          talked about attracting minority contractors as a part
19          of the Proposal N process, was it not?
20    A.    Yes.
21    Q.    I think that's a matter of public record.
22                    MR. ADAMS:  Would you accept that as a matter
23          of public record, that the Mayor himself talked about
24          attracting new contractors in the City of Detroit?
25                    MS. BENTLEY:  I've heard him say new
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1          contractors.  I don't know what he means by new
2          contractors, if it's brand new companies or those new
3          to the City.
4                    MR. ADAMS:  The issue with Proposal N, as we
5          all know, was all about local companies and contractors
6          getting some of the work for the City of Detroit
7          because they had been squeezed out of the demolition
8          process through a series of bid rigging issues, which
9          this department found that the City had bid rigged --

10                    MS. BENTLEY:  We didn't find any bid rigging.
11                    MR. ADAMS:  What did you find?  You found
12          that there was conversations.  You found that there was
13          talk about how contracts should be structured.  You
14          didn't take the final leap because if you're talking about
15          how to contract construction and the next thing you had
16          to say is that there clearly was some level of bid
17          rigging.
18                    MS. BENTLEY:  In 2014 and 2015 there were
19          large unit contracts, but also while that was
20          occurring smaller companies were also still being
21          awarded work.  We did not find any bid rigging.
22                    MR. ADAMS:  Okay.  They were getting how much
23          of the work?  A small percentage of the work, which is
24          why the uproar about Proposal N and the political
25          battle that ensued about black contractors being
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1          included in the process, which is how Proposal N
2          passed in many respects.  
3                    Is this your report?
4                    MS. BENTLEY:  Mm-hmm.
5                    MR. ADAMS:  This is your report about the
6          meeting of Homrich and the other major contractors.
7    (EXHIBIT I, 12/19/2018 OIG Report,

   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
8    FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
9                    MR. ADAMS:  I have marked it as Exhibit I.

10          In here you had a situation where contractors were
11          directly involved in discussing contracts, but they
12          were not debarred.
13                    And you also have what I would mark as
14          Exhibit J.
15   (EXHIBIT J, 3/8/21 OIG Report,

  WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
16   FOR IDENTIFICATION)
17                    MR. ADAMS:  This is another report that was
18          prepared by the Office of Inspector General which led
19          to the temporary suspension of a contractor who was
20          dumping dirt.  He got temporarily suspended, but I
21          don't think he was ever debarred.
22                    MS. BENTLEY:  What contractor are you
23          referring to?
24                    MR. ADAMS:  Dani.
25                    DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERL:  Denman?
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1                    MR. ADAMS:  I'm speaking to your report
2          where someone was found to have done some inappropriate
3          dumping.
4                    MS. BENTLEY:  You're talking about --
5                    MR. ADAMS:  Contaminated dirt being dumped in
6          the City of Detroit.
7                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Was that Denman?
8                    MS. BENTLEY:  No.  It was Adamo, Rickman,
9          Dore & Associates, and Blue Star.  The properties that

10          weren't cleaned up.
11                    MR. ADAMS:  But, again, we're talking about a
12          company that dumped dirt -- illegal dirt in the City of
13          Detroit, exposing our children to hazardous waste and
14          material -- and that's my editorial comment -- but
15          nothing was done with them.  
16                    I also have a copy of an article that was
17          taken out of the -- Annalise Frank, I guess that 
18          she's with the Detroit News. And that would be marked
19          as Exhibit K.
20    (EXHIBIT K, Detroit News Article,

   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
21    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
22                    MR. ADAMS:  And I'm just pointing this out
23          just to give some context.  For a company that's just
24          starting out, they were using experience and reference
25          companies that were in the industry that were doing a
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1          lot of dirt -- no pun intended -- in the City of
2          Detroit and yet they're continuing to operate in the
3          City of Detroit.
4                    MS. BENTLEY:  I don't know.  The contents of
5          the article aren't here.  I don't know what company
6          this is referring to.
7                    MR. ADAMS:  Well, it ties back to your
8          investigations about dirt being dumped illegally,
9          backfill material, being dumped in the City of

10          Detroit.          
11                    I don't want to go too far on that.  I
12          just wanted to point that out when we talk about
13          companies starting out, trying to do the right thing.
14    BY MR. ADAMS:
15    Q.    And has SEE ever been cited for any illegal dumping?
16    A.    No.
17    Q.    Has SEE ever been cited for using illegal backfill
18          material on jobs they performed?
19    A.    No.
20    Q.    Has SEE ever been cited for any violations of City
21          rules and regulation governing their work?
22   A.     No.
23   Q.     Does SEE enjoy the good reputation with the people
24          within the Demolition Department for the City of
25          Detroit?
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1    A.    Yes.
2    Q.    And in all those proposals that were submitted to the
3          City of Detroit, did you in fact submit those
4          proposals?
5    A.    Yes.
6                    MR. ADAMS:  I would also use the front side
7          of this exhibit, an article in Bridge Magazine where
8          the City cancelled contracts with a firm, quote, "tied
9          to Bobby Ferguson."

10    (EXHIBIT L, Bridge Magazine Article,
   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER

11    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
12                    MR. ADAMS:  I would also show as my final
13          exhibit at this time Exhibit M, which is the City
14          guidelines for Oracle, how information is uploaded
15          and the extensive amount of information that is 
16          required in order to become a contractor with the
17          City of Detroit.
18    (EXHIBIT M,  Oracle Guidelines,

   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
19    FOR IDENTIFICATION)
20                   MR. ADAMS:  At some point, I have no
21        further questions.
22                    MS. BENTLEY:  I have one more question.
23    BY MS. BENTLEY:
24    Q.    So Procurement provided information to the OIG that
25          says that they don't allow work performed by an
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1          employee at a different company to count towards a
2          new company's experience.  OCP is looking for a
3          vendor's experience and not an individual.
4                    Have you heard that statement before?
5    A.    I just heard it's in the construction industry.  If
6          they do that, you might as well shut everybody down.
7                    MR. ADAMS:  There would be no ability for 
8          a new company as a startup to get any work with the
9          City of Detroit.  Either the owner of the company or

10          people hired by that company would have to have some 
11          level of experience.  
12                    And that, quite frankly, from my experience,
13          is an after-the-fact statement by the City to cover
14          their own trail on how they essentially destroyed this
15          company by tying it to Bobby Ferguson, and then to
16          support their position that they were absolutely 
17          correct.  So I give no credit to that, because all of
18          that -- 
19                    It took them 18 months to approve this       
20          contract.  If there was an issue with the experience,
21          why did they not bring it to the table at the time 
22          they were going through the approval process?  
23                    All this is after-the-fact ass covering,
24          quite frankly, by the City of Detroit because they
25          know they were wrong.       
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1                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Wait a minute.  We had
2          nothing to do --
3                    MR. ADAMS:  I know you don't.  But I'm saying
4          for them to give you a statement after the fact to
5          support their position is what I call butt covering.
6                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Who's giving --
7                    MR. ADAMS:  They went through a process where
8          they were extensively questioned and examined about
9          references and recommendation that they gave on their

10          resume.  When they saw the report of the 19 properties
11          where the guy said he worked for a company, there's an
12          e-mail in here which asks him to clarify the nature of
13          the relationship with Gayanga.  Let me find it.
14                    MS. BENTLEY:  Are you referring to the letter
15          you put as an exhibit?
16                    MR. ADAMS:  This is another exhibit.  This is
17          Exhibit N.
18   (EXHIBIT N,  Letter to Wallace from Cooper,
19   WAS MARKED BY THE REPORTER
20   FOR IDENTIFICATION)
21                    MR. ADAMS:  This is an e-mail from Gwen
22          Wallace from the City of Detroit to SEE Company.  It
23          states:
24                    "Good evening, please note your
25         prequalification for Trash Out Program is on hold
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1          pending the following:  Vendor to provide an
2          explanation of the affiliation with Gayanga;
3          commercial properties listed are associated with work 
4          performed by Gayanga."
4                    So they knew right then and there there
5          was a relationship.  For them to come to say we don't
6          allow it; they knew it.  
7                    They also say Vendor must disclose
8          previous work relationships that is affiliated and
9          was subcontracted with other contractors. 

10                    Vendor to explain -- provide an explanation
11          of the years of experience discrepancy.  The reference 
12          suggests 22 years.  The LLC says it's only been in
13          business for a year.
14                    They knew.  They knew right then and there
15          that the company had just started up.  They knew that
16          they were using the references and experience of
17          people in the City of Detroit, they knew it.  And now
18          for them to come back and say, oh, we didn't allow it.
19          Well, why didn't they call it out there?  
20                    This is the level of unfairness that
21          we're talking about with the whole process.  
22                    I know the City is separate from the OIG,
23          but that's an ass-covering e-mail from the OCP to
24          cover themselves, because they knew what they knew,
25          which is they knew they were using the experience of
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1          other companies to get pre-qualified.  That's what they
2          knew.  And they should be here answering the questions
3          and not us.
4                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  So, as I understand
5          it, what you're saying is that because OCP has granted
6          pre-qualification and pre-qualified SEE, that SEE could
7          not have made any misrepresentation because OCP didn't
8          dispute any representations made by SEE?
9                    MR. ADAMS:  What I'm saying is that OCP knew

10          of the relationships and experience that SEE was using
11          to obtain pre-qualifications, and for them to write an
12          e-mail after the fact -- if there is a smoking gun in
13          this, that would be the smoking gun.  They've asked
14          them to explain the relationship between contractors
15          that were being used in the application as experience.
16          So for them to write an e-mail to say we didn't know
17          it, we don't allow it, that's just not true.  And, if
18          it were true, then no new contractor could ever get
19          pre-qualified for anything in the City of Detroit
20          because they don't have any experience.  
21                    And you need to pull Gayanga's contract, 
22          Gayanga's experience to make my point, because I think
23          it makes the point very clear that companies do it all
24          the time.  If there needs to be clarification and alleging
25          put on on the City, then they need to do that.  But they 
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1          can't come back now, after the fact, you know.  They
2          can't do that, we don't allow it, after they had already 
3          themselves suspended their contract because they were
4          affiliated with Bobby Ferguson.  That's what we're
5          saying.
6                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Can I just ask --
7    BY INSPECTOR GENERAL:
8    Q.    Mr. Cooper, it seems like you've read this report.
9    A.    Yes.

10    Q.    And Mr. Adams eloquently went through every page of
11          this report --
12                    MR. ADAMS:  Not every page, but I went
13          through it.
14                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Well, mostly the key
15          pages.
16    BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:
17    Q.    So is there anything in Pages 2 and 3 where we talk
18          about the overview of SEE, is there anything incorrect
19          here where we should make any corrections?
20                    MR. ADAMS:  Page 2?
21                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  2 and 3, Subsection
22          Roman Numeral II, Overview of Staff.
23                               (A brief discussion was held off
24                               the record.)       
25                    MR. ADAMS:  So you said is there anything --
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1                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Incorrect.  Section II.
2          That's two paragraphs.
3    A.    Yeah.  Excavation, underground water and sewer utilities,
4          we don't do that.
5    BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:
6    Q.    Oh, you don't do that?
7    A.    No.  We're demolition.
8    Q.    Okay.  So you don't do excavation and you don't do
9          underground water stuff?

10    A.    Yeah.  I mean, we're not doing that.
11    Q.    You're not doing that anymore or -- 
12    A.    No, we're not doing it.  You know, strictly for purposes
13          of demolition.
14    Q.    I see.  Other than that, is there any information that
15          is incorrect here?
16    A.    I don't see anything.
17                    MR. ADAMS:  It seems pretty factual.  The
18          statement of when the company was formed; the owner;
19          Jimmy Cooper's the Operations Manager. 
20                    Essentially, none of those certifications
21          have been revoked by the City of Detroit, have they?
22                    THE WITNESS:  No.
23    BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:
24    Q.    And going to Pages 3 and -- well, just the pages on
25          top of Page 4 under Roman Numeral III, Subsection a,
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1          SEE's Response to Request for Qualification Quote.
2          That also is two paragraphs.
3                    MR. ADAMS:  What page is that on?
4                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Page 3.  It's
5          essentially Page 3.
6                    MR. ADAMS:  Oh, III(a), SEE's response?
7                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Yes.
8                    MR. ADAMS:  We certainly admit they were
9          referenced, but we don't necessarily agree with your

10          characterization and your findings as you defined them,
11          but that would be correct.
12                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  That would be
13          Subsection Roman Numeral letter small i through iii.
14                    MR. ADAMS:  Correct.  And then we provided
15          you with a list of equipment that was included in
16          Exhibit G, I think that was, of equipment.
17                    MS. BENTLEY:  The registrations?
18                    MR. ADAMS:  Right.  The registrations of
19          equipment, right?
20                    MS. BENTLEY:  Yes, that was G.
21                    MR. ADAMS:  Again, this information is in the
22          files of the City of Detroit.
23                    THE WITNESS:  Right.  Yes.
24                    MR. ADAMS:  I mean, I don't know how much of
25          the file you got because you don't tell us what you
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1          have; you just show us what you found.  But I would
2          think that if you had that complete file with that
3          information, it would be in that file.
4                    MS. BENTLEY:  You mean the registration part?
5                    MR. ADAMS:  The registration, right.
6                    MS. BENTLEY:  I didn't have those.
7                    MR. ADAMS:  You didn't see it in there or
8          you never got it?
9                    MS. BENTLEY:  I did not have those

10          registrations.
11                    MR. ADAMS:  But was it in the City's file?
12                    MS. BENTLEY:  I was not provided those
13          registrations.
14                    MR. ADAMS:  So they're playing -- I'm not
15          accusing them of playing games, but they're playing games.
16    BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:
17    Q.    So you said Bridges was a typo.  You meant to say Bush?
18                    MS. BENTLEY:  No.  Bridges was the typo,
19          because it was listed as Dustin Bridges and he's saying
20          Bridges was a typo and it should have been Bush.
21                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Right.
22    BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:
23    Q.    Did you or Mr. Bush ever correct --
24    A.    Yes, it's in the City's file.
25    Q.    Okay.
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1                    MR. ADAMS:  Because the City, from what I
2          recall, requested information and he responded in the
3          correct name.
4                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Oh, that's right.
5                    MS. BENTLEY:  So that was the correction you
6          are speaking of?
7                    MR. ADAMS:  Exactly.  That was the
8          correction.  It was just incorrect.
9                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  Okay.

10                    MS. BENTLEY:  So, in looking at Exhibit G,
11          it says at the bottom that:  The references submitted
12          identify several other companies, New Beginnings
13          Landscaping and Carlette Construction Consulting, that
14          Staffing Equipment Evolution presently works for and
15          that our staff has worked with for the past 22 years.
16                    So Staffing Equipment Evolution has done work 
17          for -- 
18                    THE WITNESS:  Staff; the staff.
19                    MS. BENTLEY:  But here it just says Staffing
20          Equipment Evolution; it doesn't say staff.
21                    THE WITNESS:  It might be a typo.
22                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  You mean before they
23          became SEE staff?
24                    THE WITNESS:  Right.  Yeah.  That's the way
25          construction is.
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1                    DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL:  I just -- you know,
2          you gave your contrition earlier in terms of that.  But
3          just the one section when we talk about lack of
4          cooperation -- 
5                    MR. ADAMS:  Okay.
6                    DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL:  And I'm just
7          putting it on the record for other folks that may
8          encounter us, you know, to kind of deal differently so
9          maybe we don't get to this point.  And, not to say that

10          we wouldn't have gotten to this point, but some of this
11          information that you're presenting today could have
12          been provided.
13                    MR. ADAMS:  Without getting into
14          attorney-client confidences, clearly we were very
15          concerned -- not how you treated us, let's be clear about
16          that.  It was everything that was coming out of the
17          City of Detroit and the noise they were generating.  So
18          that was a great hesitancy on the part of Ms. Bianca
19          and Mr. Cooper to even participate because of the
20          noise.  Could we have done things differently?  We
21          should have.  And I apologize for not getting this
22          information to you earlier because I think it would
23          have made a big difference.  So the non-cooperation was
24          not because they just didn't want to cooperate, it was
25          because they felt there were some things that were
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1          going on in the atmosphere that made them getting a
2          fair hearing impossible.
3                    DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL:  I just wanted to
4          put that on the record for the next contractor that we
5          encounter that it's better.  And hopefully you feel
6          like you all have been treated fairly today and that
7          we've heard you out; that we lived up to our process.
8          Right?
9                    MR. ADAMS:  You lived up to your process.

10          It's not like we're all strangers in this room.  I've
11          known you two for a number of years.  We're here today.
12                    Obviously, you want the opportunity to go back
13          and look at this, and we'll present ourselves further if 
14          we need to, if you need some additional clarifications.
15          If you need me to submit anything else in writing, I will,
16          but we're putting our cards on the table.
17                    This was a new company.  The company had not
18          done any work which is why they were going through the
19          pre-qualification process.  They revealed everything to
20          the City.  I don't think there's too many companies
21          that have ever gone through a 18-month pre-qualification.
22          The time period alone by itself tells you hopefully that. 
23                    And then, for them to come out with these
24          e-mails after the fact, after they've made their own 
25          announcements about suspending the company, I have to
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1          give that very little weight and credibility, I
2          have to.  Because if that was the case, when they had
3          the e-mail there that said that there was a
4          relationship there with their years of experience,
5          why didn't they speak up then?  They didn't because
6          they know that's what happens.  They know people use
7          other people's experience to get work.  All right?
8          Okay?
9                    THE INSPECTOR GENERAL:  All right.  Thank

10          you.
11                       (Proceedings ended at 11:25 a.m.)
12                                   _  _  _
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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1. Kink Construction 
 
*  Please provide the names of the SEE staff that performed the work at 223 Horton, 19575 
Argyle Crescent, and 13591 Appleton in Detroit.   
*  Provide evidence, such as payroll information, that the SEE employees were employed by 
SEE at that time the reference was provided to OCP in 2022.  
 
Answer: 
 
See  Exhibit A. Payroll Audit ; Exhibit D 
  
*  Provide any work orders and/or invoices that show that the work was performed for Kink. 
 

2. New Beginning Landscape 
 
* Provide the names of the SEE staff that provided the services listed on the reference form for 
New Beginning Landscape. 
*  Provide evidence, such as payroll information, that the SEE employees were employed by 
SEE at that time the reference was provided to OCP in 2022.   
 
Answer 
 
See  Exhibit A. Payroll Audit ; Exhibit D 
 
 
3.  Carlette Construction Consulting 
* Provide the names of the SEE staff that provided the services listed on the reference form for 
Carlette Construction. 
*  Provide evidence, such as payroll information, that the SEE employees were employed by 
SEE at that time the reference was provided to OCP in 2022.   
 
Answer: 
 
See  Exhibit A. Payroll Audit ; Exhibit B;  Exhibit D 
 
 
4.  You and your client provided a letter, marked as Exhibit G, that was sent to OCP employee 
Gwen Wallace which appears to be in response to her email dated October 26, 2022. 
The last paragraph states, in part, SEE identified companies such as "New Beginning Landscape 
and Carlette Construction Consulting, that Staffing Equipment Evolution presently works for and 
that our staff has worked with over the past 22 years."   
*  Provide information on what SEE was doing for New Beginning Landscape and Carlette 
Construction along with supporting documentation. 
 
Answer” 
 



See  Exhibit A. Payroll Audit .; Exhibit B 
 
Basic ground cleaning 

























From: Anthony Adams
To: Jennifer Bentley
Subject: Follow Up Responses
Date: Monday, May 13, 2024 7:12:56 PM

Follow Up Clarification . 
 
1. I asked what SEE staff performed work for Kink, New Beginning, and Carlette.  You
provided a document with the following names:  Bianca Bush, Marvin Williams, Lee   
        Roberston, Bryce Ferguson, and Samuel Simmons.  Are these the SEE
employees you are stating did work for Kink, New Beginning, and Carlette?  Did all of
these employees work for the listed companies? 
 
Answer and clarification of the submitted documentation on April 29, 2024:
 
Exhibits A and D were submitted disclosing SEE-employed employees in 2022.
Exhibits  A and D are documentation answering the OIG's request to " Provide
evidence, such as payroll information, that SEE employees were employed by SEE at
the time the reference was provided to OCP in 2022"
 
It's important to note that the OCP prequalification process  was to confirm that SEE
could cut lawns and clean up Trash inside and outside a house. More importantly, it is
common knowledge that there is a contrast between Municipal and Private projects,
records on private small jobs such as time sheets are not retained after the job is
completed and closed out, and the above private projects are 2 years old.
 
 
2.  Additionally, in your letter to OCP which was marked as Exhibit G, Mr. Cooper
stated that James Ferguson's experience was used to obtain the Wrecking License. 
When did Mr. James Ferguson work for SEE?  Please provide documentation
confirming he worked for SEE during that time period.
 
Answer: 
 
 OIG has misunderstood what they are calling Exhibit G, SEE's clarification letter to
OCP regarding James Ferguson. The letter submitted by SEE to OCP regarding
James was only to clarify and explain that SEE had no affiliation with Gayana
Company. SEE was seeking pre-quad for the DEMOLITION separate from Trash-
Out. However, the demolition process was not completed and or approved by OCP
before SEE's TRASH-OUT Contracts were terminated by the city of Detroit.  
 
 
3 *  Provide information on what SEE was doing for New Beginning Landscape and
Carlette Construction along with supporting documentation.
Your response related to this question is unclear.  Please provide any invoices related
to the work performed by SEE for Carlette and New Beginning in 2022 to present.

mailto:aadams@marineadamslawpc.com
mailto:BentleyJ@detoig.org


 
Answer and clarification of the submitted documentation on April 29, 2024:
 
Exhibit B is OCP's original REFERENCE FORM required by OCP for submission by
SEE that provided the information on what SEE was doing for its references for the
prequalification process and period of 2022.
 
Therefore, SEE submitted Exhibit B as the supporting documentation to the OIG's
request of: "Providing information on what SEE was doing for New Beginning
Landscape and Carlette Construction along with supporting documentation."  The
type of service performed by SEE is on the OCP's form under the title " Description of
Services Provided " 
 
 In conclusion, once SEE closes out a job and files its tax Exhibit A, they do not retain
invoices on smaller closed-out projects. Yet, SEE located a copy of the check from
Carlette Construction, Exhibit C, the payment for the work performed in 2022.
 

The OIG has convoluting  info they received from OCP!

Trash Out references verses Demo references.

The references submitted by Staffing were only to confirm SEE could cut a lawn and
clean up Trash inside and outside a house.

Staffing was not approved for Demo. The question regarding James  Ferguson is
twofold, and mostly a response  regarding his demo experience.

Staffing never was approved and or received any demo work.

The doc that the OIG had obtained once again is being misunderstood  and
how it applies .

SEE was not approved and / or submitted any references for Demo pre-qualification,
because the City didn't request for any, why?  They hadn't gotten to that process yet.

The pre quad dept was testing to see if Staffing was reliable and committed to small
task such as cleaning out a house and cutting a front lawn, and the city told Mr.
Cooper that up front. Truth be told, they said a 12-year-old is skillful enough to do
the work' ; the  the issue was whether  the City was the  company's reliable and
showied up to complete  tasks given. 

Anthony
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